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W m i m o
REPORT.
The Board of Foreign. Missions respectfully presents to the 
' General Synod the following Report of the fortieth year of its 
existence, and fifteenth year of its separate and independent 
action:
I. H O M E  D E P A R T M E N T .
1. M E M B E R S  A N D  O F F I C E R S  O F  T H E  B O A R D .
N o  change has occurred in the membership’of the Board.
The meetings of the Board and Executive Committee have been 
held with regularity, and have been well attended.
2. A G E N C I E S  E M P L O Y E D .  ‘
The Rev. Joseph Scudder, D. D., was engaged until the 1st of 
February in visiting the Churches, addressing Centennial Conven­
tions, and superintending the distribution of the Family Missionary 
Boxes.
The letters of the Missionaries have been published in’ the 
Sower and Gospel Meld, and in the Christian Intelligencer. A  
circular, apportioning the pecuniary wants of the year amongst 
the Classes, was issued early in the fall of 1871, and was favorably 
received by a few of the bodies to which it was sent.
A  tract of four pages, containing a summary of the statistics of 
our Missions and the cost of the various departments of labor, with 
a statement of the assets of the Board, was printed during the 
winter, and of this eleven thousand copies have been circulated, 
much to the profit of our work.
Three letters, two from the Arcot and one from the A m o y  
Mission, addressed to the Sabbath Schools of the Church have been 
lithographed in fac simile, and two hundred impressions of each
sent to as m a n y  Sabbath Schools. These letters have greatly 
increased the interest of the children and youth of the Church 
in our Missionary enterprises. A  fourth is nearly ready to be 
mailed. "
Our last Report mentioned that over one thousand of the Family 
Missionary Boxes had been distributed. During the present year 
about twelve hundred more have been sent out, as they have been 
ordered by Pastors. W e  cannot give the exact results of this experi­
ment in augmenting the income of our treasury, but can say that 
generally the gifts to this cause have been increased where the 
boxes have been used.
3. F I N A N C E S .
* The receipts of the year have been:— F r o m  the Churches, 
$40,925 58; Sabbath Schools, $4,829 24; Individuals through 
the Churches, $10,660 74; Individuals, not through the Church­
es, $3,556 01; Miscellaneous sources, $3,481 80; Legacies, 
$1,789 83; Total, $65,273 26. Deducting $3,262 73 of the 
amount received from Miscellaneous sources, and $1,799 93 
received by Legacies, in all $5,052 66, we  have $60,220 60 left as 
the offering of the Churches during the year. This is an increase 
of $5,132 07 upon the amount received from the Churches during 
the previous year. The receipts ofthe year from all sources are 
$5,850 26 less than those of the previous year— the deficiency 
being in the amount received from Legacies.
A t  the beginning of the year the notes of the Treasurer, held by 
the bank, amounted to $22,000. A t  the close of the year they 
amounted to $33,000. .
Usually, the receipts of the summer months are much less than » 
the expenditures. During the present year this deficiency in 
income continued until the 1st of December. The debt of the 
Board, due at the bank, had by that time increased to $42,000. A s  
there was no reason to expect, in succeeding months, an income 
sufficient to support the work on the scale then existing and 
decrease the debt to any considerable extent, the Board reduced its
• These figures will differ as to one or more items, by $205.08, from those in the Tabular " 
Statement and Tresaurer's Eeport. To-day, M a y  Tth, the day of closing our accounts, this 
I-age must go to the press, and w e  have not time to find the error in classifying.
appropropriations to the Arcot Mission $4,000 in gold, to the Amoy- 
Mission $1,000 gold, to the Japan Mission $1,000 gold, and to the 
H o m e  Department about $3,000 in currency; making a total 
” reduction of about $10,000 in currency. The amount of the 
receipts since this action was adopted establishes the necessity of 
the step then taken.
This action has, to some extent, diminished our work on heathen 
ground, especially upon the field occupied by the Arcot Mission. 
It prevents any enlargement of our operations.
Frequently, in past years, the Board has considered, at times of 
great distress, through the want of means to meet its engagements, 
whether the work of the Missions should not be contracted, but, 
trusting that by some method its wants would be met, has resolved 
to endeavor to maintain its position. But at this time the burden 
of debt was so heavy, the payments to be made in a few weeks or 
months sd large, that a reduction in the appropriations could not be 
avoided.
The present state of the treasury does not warrant us to restore 
the amount deducted from our engagements for the year.
The appropriations at present are: $20,000 to the Arcot Mission; 
$9,000 to the] A m o y  Mission, and $3,000 to the Japan Mission. 
In all $32,000Jn gold, in Asia, equal to nearly $40,000 in currency. 
Expenses to be charged to the Missions, for the travelling expenses 
of Missionaries, for the support of the children of Missionaries at 
home, and for some other items, will amount to about $'7,000. The 
cost of home administration will be about $5,000, and will be 
brought within a smaller amount if possible. The debt is $33,000. 
Therefore, if the necessary expenses of the year are to be met 
and the debt removed, the income of the treasury must be 
$85,000. "
The Church has been liberal. The outlay of our income has 
been economical. But our work has constantly increased, and we  
have endeavored to assume and sustain the enlargement. W e  
have simply undertaken to maintain a larger work than our 
income has enabled us to pay for. W e  have struggled earnestly, as 
the Church has directed us to do, to continue our operations without 
diminution, and have at last been compelled to relinquish for the 
present a part of our work in India. •
4. R E - E N F O R C E M E N T S .  ‘
B y  the request and upon the recommendation of the Classes of 
Holland, "Wisconsin, and Grand River, and after he had presented 
satisfactory testimonials, the Board commissioned the Rev. E. J. 
Heeren, of Foreston, 111., a graduate of the Theological Seminary 
at Holland, Mich, as a missionary to he connected with the Arcot 
1 Mission, and to labor with the Rev. Mr. Chamberlain at Mudna- 
pilly, among the Telugus. It is expected that Mr. Heeren will 
sail during the coming summer.
It is desirable that another missionary be added to the force en­
gaged by us in India, and that a missionary physician be commis- 
. sioned to assist the Rev. Silas D. Scudder, M. D., in his medical 
work at Arcot.
The attention of the Synod is also respectfully invited to that 
portion of the report of the A m o y  Mission which presents the 
reasons for an addition to the missionary force employed on that 
field.
In another part of this report is also presented a statement of 
the opportunity afforded for Christian efforts among the tribes of 
Indians under our care in Arizona. T w o  missionaries could be 
profitably employed in that Territory.
II. S U R V E Y  O F  T H E  MISSI O N S .
1. T H E  A M O Y  M I S S I O N ,  C H I N A .
(Organized in 1844.)
Occupying the cities of Amoy, population 200,000; Chio-bey, 
population 60,000; Chiang-chiu, population 200,000; and Tong-an, 
population 60,000. The territory traversed being about 50 miles 
long, and from 7 to 14 miles wide, has a population of above three 
millions, including that of the above cities.
The missionary force consists of
Missionaries.— Revs. J. V. N. Talmage, D.D., Daniel Rapalje, 
Leonard W .  Kip, and J. H. V a n  Doren.
Assistant Missionaries.— Mrs. Talmage, Mrs. Helen M. Kip, and 
Miss Helen M. V a n  Doren. ■
During the past year the Rev. J. A. Davis, in order to be occu­
pied during the time required to regain health for himself and wife, 
has accepted the pastorate of the < hurch of the Palisades.
• The health of Rev. Dr. Talmage having been seriously impaired, 
he has been authorized to return to this country to recruit.
STA.TI3TX0AL TABLE OF THE “ TAI-HOE," OR 0LAS8I3 OF AMOY,
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Rev. J. V. N. Talmage, D.D., reports on behalf of the Mission r
In the good providence of G o d  none of us have been compel­
led by ill health to leave the field during the year. The cases of 
sickness among us have been slight, except that Mr. V a n  Doren has 
suffered a part of the time from serious weakness of the eyes.
Native Ministers of the Word.— Rev. lap Han-chiong and Rev. 
Chhoa Rhian-khit. The former has been for nearly ten years, and. 
still is, the active and useful Pastor of the Second Church at Amo y .  
H e  also renders us much assistance in outside missionary work. 
The latter was licensed at the Spring Meeting of Classis, and on 
the 21st of December was ordained and installed Pastor over the 
Pirst Church at Amoy, as. successor to the late 'Pastor, Lo. H e  
had been.in the employ of the Mission as helper or preacher for 
m a n y  years. His father was one of the four Elders ordained at 
the first organization of the Church in A  moy, but was not long 
spared to the Church on earth.
Candidate, Tiong Lu-li was also licensed at the Spring Meeting 
of Classis, and examined for ordination in December. His exami­
nation was approved. February 13th, 1872, was designated as. 
the day for his ordination and installation over the Church at 
Chioh-be. H e  was brought down to A m o y  when a lad, nearly ten 
years ago, to attend the parochial school connected with the Second 
Church. W h e n  his age and proficiency permitted he was taken 
into the Theological School, with which he has been connected 
until now. In this respect he has had a more thorough preparatory 
course of instruction than any of the other native Pastors or 
helpers. With the divine blessing w e  hope for much from him.
Native Helpers or Preachers.— Perhaps the term colporteur would 
better describe them. Of these there were only eleven under our 
care at the close of the year.
Theological Students.— 7.
The English Presbyterian Mission have four missionaries, one of 
w h o m  has been absent on a visit home the greater part °of the 
year. They have under their care twenty native helpers, five 
theological students, and one medical student. They have not 
yet any ordained native ministers, or any candidates, though it is 
hoped they will have before another year passes.
. T H E  S T A T E  O F  T H E  C H U R C H E S .
First Church, A m o y ,— It will be seen that the decrease of m e m ­
bership in this Church continues. Last year w e  reported a de­
crease from 116 to 110. N o w  we  have to report a decrease from 
110 to 104. The only two received to church fellowship on con­
fession of their faith, during the year, were children of the Church. 
N o  ingathering from the heathen world! In view of these facts 
w e  m a y  well cry, “ H o w  long, Lord! wilt though be angry for­
ever?”
Concerning this Church w e  last year reported that we  feared 
there was laxity in church discipline. This charge w e  must now 
take back, at least as regards the particular instance then referred 
to. A n d  n ow that God has again supplied them with a Pastor, w e  
pray and hope that H e  will add also a rich blessing to this Pastor’s 
labors.
Second Church, A m o y .— In this Church w e  also report a decrease 
of membership, but this is owing to the large number dismissed to 
other churches, especially to the new organization at Tong-an. 
This Church for about a year had been supporting one of their 
members in evangelistic work. In consequence of the falling off 
of contributions they have felt it necessary to withdraw from this 
work. They have also informed us that they fear they will not be 
able in the future to furnish the half of the expenses of the paro­
chial school, as they have done during the year now past. Thus 
it will be seen that while this Church is in a more satisfactory con­
dition than that of the First Church, it is far from being altogether 
satisfactory. Still we  think its prospects are more encouraging 
than discouraging.
These our two Churches in A m o y  have had a pre-eminent repu­
tation among the Churches in China in times past, as being, we 
believe, the first to call and sustain native pastors, as well as for 
other Christian excellencies. Their “ zeal hath provoked very 
many.” But unless they receive another outpouring of the Holy 
Spirit they m a y  soon lose this pre-eminence. Will not the Church 
at home unite with us in pleading for this outpouring of the 
Spirit?
Church at Chioh-be.— This Church has been called to a very 
severe trial. The treasurer, one of their Deacons, had for years
been in the habit of appropriating considerable sums of the funds 
of the Church to his own private use. For a year or two past 
suspicions of this fact had been gradually growing in the Church. 
It was sufficient to affect unfavorably the contributions of the 
Church, but not sufficient to call for a thorough investigation until 
during the past year. O n  investigation it was found that the e m ­
bezzlement far exceeded the suspicions. Of course the Deacon 
has been disciplined, and will probably be excommunicated. It is 
doubtful whether any of the funds can be recovered. W e  trust 
that the ultimate result of this sad affair will be of profit not only 
to this Church but to all our Churches. They have been too care­
less in the managing of their funds. They need such lessons. But 
the immediate effect of this discovery could not but tell sadly on 
the peace and liberality of the Church. 8
This Church, however, has made real advancement. They have 
continued to sustain their out-station at the village of Au-liau, two 
of the brethren visiting the place to conduct worship on the Sab­
bath days, and their labors have been followed by the Divine 
blessing. They have also, during the year, done much evangelistic 
work in the neighboring district city of Hai-teng. Notwithstand­
ing the setting off of so man y  of their number to the n e w  organi­
zation at Chiang-chiu, they have resolved, with the temporary help 
of the Mission, to undertake the support of a native Pastor. The 
Mission has engaged to furnish half his support at present, and to 
decrease the allowance in future as in our judgment the growth of 
the native Church shall justify. .
Qhha-thaa-po.— The little company of Christians in this region, 
.notwithstanding, the many annoyances to which they have been 
and are still subjected by their enemies, and the comparatively 
little care they can receive from the Missionaries by personal 
visits, in consequence of their great distance from us, has mostly 
continued- faithful, and its number has gradually increased to 
twenty. The one station has really become two, though we have 
not thought it worth while as yet to mention the second station 
in our statistical table.
Since the close of the year the Church members of the Chha. 
thau-po region have been at their own request set off from 
the Church at Chioh-be to the church of Chiang-chiu, and will next
year be included within the report of that Church, unless G o d  
should so prosper the work as to justify the organization of a sepa­
rate Church in that region.
Church of O-Kang.— In the congregation at Kar.g-thau w e  see 
no improvement over the previous year. A t  O-pi there has been, 
decided improvement. Not only have there been additions to the 
Church, but some of the brethren have shown commendable zeal 
in accompanying the Helper in his evangelistic visits to the sur­
rounding villages.
Church of Hong-san.— There is nothing of especial interest to re­
port in connection with the congregation at Te-soa. It grows 
slowly. There is more life at Ang-tung-thau. The members of the 
Hong-san Church sustain a station at a small neighboring village 
named Tang-soa. They also do much evangelistic work through­
out the surrounding region.
Church at Tong-an— This is a new organization set off 'from the 
Second Church of Amoy., W e  began to send helpers on occa 
sional preaching tours to this District City in 1867. After many 
disappointments w e  succeeded in renting a small shop for a Chapel 
in 1868. W e  met with long and violent opposition. Notwith­
standing this, in the good providence of God, we  have been per­
mitted to secure a larger and more suitable chapel, and w e trust 
have obtained a permanent foothold in this important city. The 
first converts there were baptized in Feb., 1870, by Pastor lap- 
The larger portion of the 26 additions by confession to the Second 
Church of A m o y  were received at Tong-an. W e  no w  have an 
active Church, with 34 members, and a goodly number of promising 
inquirers.
Church at Chiang-chiu.— This, is a new organization, set off from 
the Church at Chioh-be with encouraging prospects. This congre­
gation was nearly destroyed in the terrible massacre of the inhabi­
tants on the taking of the city of Chiang-chiu by the rebels in 1864. 
The Church has now much more than made up the losses then sus­
tained. But the probability is that the city will not make up for 
very m a n y  years to come the losses it sustained.
W e  have during the year succeeded in securing an adjoining lot 
to those previously secured for missionary buildings, and w e  have 
put up a small building (which is nearly finished) to be used in the 
first place as a chapel, and then perhaps as a school-room or daily
preaching place in' connection with the larger church building w e  
, hope ere long to erect. But when will the debt of the Board be 
reduced so as to allow us to use the funds which were so long ago 
contributed for this purpose ? Of the importance of this city as a 
centre of missionary operations, w e  need not repeat what w e  have 
so often written.
In the early part of the year w e  took over under our care, from 
the London Mission, a station commenced by them at a market 
village called Poana, some four miles or more to the south of the 
city of Chiang-chiu, it being in the region allotted to our mission. 
W e  have continued to work it during the year, but without any 
marked success. W e  shall probably relinquish it soon for some 
other position, if w e  can find a suitable one in the same direction, 
but farther from the city. Hence w e  have not mentioned this 
place in our statistical table:
Stations.— It will be seen that w e  have not put down the names 
of any new stations in our Table. But in our report of the work 
in connection with the various Churches we have alluded to several 
n e w  stations. Perhaps there are two ne w  stations which should 
have been distinctly named, viz, one on the Island of Ko-long-su, 
where w e  reside, and one on the Island of Quern oy.
O n  this island of Ko-long-su regular services have been main­
tained Sabbath morning and afternoon (except the afternoon when 
the Lord’s Supper is celebrated in the A m o y  Churches), during 
ithe year. The audience is composed of members of both our 
A m o y  Churches who reside on Ko-long-su, and a few others, in­
habitants of, the island, who see fit to attend. The services have 
been conducted usually by the more intelligent private members of 
the Church. W^e trust this is the beginning of a Church for this 
island.
The Island of Q u e m o y  deserves especial mention for the infor­
mation of those who so kindly offered to furnish the support of 
native Helpers to be employed in its evangelization. Although w e  
did not see our wa y  clear to set apart any one or more individuals 
especially to this work, w ho might be regarded as the direct agents 
of any particular Churches in the United States, still w e  have had 
continually (except for a very short time in the summer, during 
the “ poisoning excitement”) one helper and usually two helpers 
on that island. If the Master gives us the evidence of his appro­
bation we. shall feel it our duty to continue this work, and the 
name Quemoy will be enrolled among our stations. Our last re* 
ports from that island are more favorable.
, N A T I V E  H E L P E R S  A N D  E V A N G E L I S T I C  W O R K .
It will be seen that for the last few years w e  have been compelled 
to report a gradual decrease of Native Helpers or Preachers. This 
year w e  again report one less. '
Our helpers are not nearly enough to supply the stations and the 
region which w e  consider as already occupied by us. W e  endeavor 
to have helpers at the more important stations constantly. Some 
not quite so important w e  supply, as far as w e . are able, with 
services on the Sabbath. Then there are multitudes (we use the 
term multitudes in its full sense) of towns and villages and hamlets 
between and surrounding these stations, m a n y  of which can only 
occasionally be visited, and many of which are never visited by 
any Preacher foreign or native. S o m e  of these only contain a few 
tens of inhabitants, and some contain tens of thousands. Besides 
there are large cities and towns, with multitudes of surrounding 
villages, which belong to the districts properly apportioned to our 
mission field, which w e  have not yet even begun to occupy.
Thus it will be seen that the number of Helpers might be multi­
plied indefinitely and there still be call for more.
Perhaps it will be asked wh y  w e  do not increase the number of 
native helpers. W e  answer that even in Christian lands not every 
Christian is qualified to be a Preacher. But the large majority of 
Christians here are converts from heathenism. Only a very small 
proportion of such are able to read the Scriptures, even in their 
o wn language, with intelligence. Besides this the most of them 
are poor and dependent on their daily labor for a livelihood. So m e  
are poorer still, dependent in part on the contributions of their 
brethren and sisters in the Lord. W e  might select all the young 
and the more active minds among them, furnish them with a support, 
and. in the course of a few years, give them sufficient education to 
enable them to read the Scriptures with fluency, and man y  of them 
to set forth the doctrines of the Gospel with considerable plainness 
and accuracy. In this wa y  the number of Preachers and Bible 
readers might soon be doubled and trebled, multiplied indefinite!}'.
But who would be left to sustain the institutions of the native 
Church ? W e  should be training up a beneficiary Church, dependent 
on the Churches of other lands instead of on themselves for the 
support of their own institutions. The native Churches ought to 
be trained as fast as possible, not only to support themscdves, but 
to become benefactors to others, learning the luxury of bestowing 
instead of receiving benefactions. W h e n  in Mission Reports, 
except in those describing ne w  Mission fields, w e  read of a large 
proportion of the native members of the Churches as being in'the 
employ of the Mission, supported by mission funds, and the 
Churches not self-sustaining, w e  regard is as evidence of an un­
healthy native LChurch, difi'ering materially from the Churches 
described to us in the N e w  Testament. Every native helper sup­
ported by the native Church is evidence of progress, not necessarily 
so every native helper supported by the Mission. Hence w e  
endeavor more and more to impress on the various Churches and 
congregations and individual church members the duty not only of 
defraying their own expenses as soon as possible, but also of evan­
gelizing the regions around them. In this matter of self-support 
some little, but decided, fprogress has been made, and much has 
been done by the 'native Churches, and by individual Christians, 
gratuitously, in the work of evangelization during the year, more 
than during any year previously. In due time w e  shall see, we' 
trust, a blessed result.
W e  also feel that an individual to be an efficient helper must 
have something more than activity of mind and ability to read the 
Scriptures, or even to state the doctrines of the Gospel satisfactorily. 
H e  must have spiritual qualifications— a call to the work. W h e n  
w e  find a m a n  possessing such qualifications (this system of volun­
tary evangelistic work will furnish the evidence,) we  have no 
hesitency in employing him, and, if necessary, in furnishing him 
with support. W e  trust that the Master, in answer to prayer, will 
furnish us more and more with such men, both from those already 
in the Church and from those to be added. A m o n g  our Theologi­
cal students, and the more advanced pupils of the parochial schools 
there are many promising young m e n  and lads. W e  must increase 
our native helpers just as fast as we can without injury to the 
native Church, and as the Master furnishes us with the suitable:
men. But suppose God answers our prayers, and furnishes us 
with the men, what are w e  to do? Our last letters from our 
Secretary tell us that in consequence of the increasing debt of the 
Board, and that too in this centennial year, it has been decided that 
w e  must curtail our expenses. W e  must not enlarge, w e  must 
contract our wor k !
T H E O L O G I C A L  S T U D E N T S .
The system of united examinations of the students of the two 
Missions has been continued with much profit. The most of the 
helpers employed by the two Missions, and the parochial school 
teachers are also associated with the Theological students in these 
examinations. W e  think the plan most beneficial.
P A R O C H I A L  S C H O O L S .
The Church will be pleased to learn from the table the large 
increase of the number of pupils in our schools, and the gradually 
increasing number of infant baptisms. The development of the 
good order of the Church, and its future efficiency, will depend 
mu c h  on the care taken of its children and their proper education. 
The schools connected with each of the A m o y  Churches, and with 
the stations at Ang-tung-thau and Te-soa have been continned. 
The school at Chioh-be has been resuscitated. N e w  schools have 
been commenced at Kang-thau and Tong-an. So m e  of these schools 
are yet small. W e  have endeavored to make improvements 
in the plan of teaching as well'as in the subjects taught, removing 
more and more the < hinese classics, and replacing them by the 
Scriptures and other useful subjects. Suitable school books are 
still a great desideratum.
In our last Report, when writing concerning the efficiency of our 
schools, w e  stated our anxiety because too m an y  of the children of 
the Church had not turned out well. O n  a recent more careful 
examination of this subject, w e  are happy to find that the proportion 
of such is much less than w o  imagined. W h e n  w e  consider the 
terrible influences for evil, by which the children of the Church 
here are surrounded, the following facts can only call forth thanks­
giving and praise to G o d  for his covenant faithfulness. U p  to the 
close of the year 1855 (sixteen years ago) there had been fifty-one 
infimts baptized in our two A m o y  Churches. Of these seven were 
children of Missionaries. T w o  of these died in childhood. Four
have made public profession of their faith and been received into 
Church fellowship. Of the remaining one we  have no recent 
information. But we  have strong confidence that the Go d  of his 
departed father and mother will also be his God. Of the forty-four 
children of Chinese Christians baptized, twenty-two have already 
been received to church fellowship, and five others died in child­
hood, leaving but seventeen, some of w h o m  wo  have lost sight of, 
their parents having removed from Amo y .  So m e  perhaps have 
died. Of the few remaining we  still hope to gather in some. A s  
w e  make improvements in our system of education w e  expect still 
better results.
The improvements w e  have endeavored to make in our schools, 
seemed, to the conservative notions of some of the parents, to bo 
too great innovations. The Second Church at Amoy, therefore, 
proposed to take the responsibility of the school on themselves, 
and employ an experienced teacher, though a heathen. They 
fancied their school would thus be made much more efficient than 
it could be by the young man partly paid and employed by us, who 
had only been taught in Christian schools, and was endeavoring to 
carry out our notions. A s  this was our most efficient school, and, 
as we thought, was growing in efficiency, w e  felt very sorry to 
have it interfered with. Still w e  thought it would he better that 
they should try the experiment, than that w e  should ask them to 
yield to our views, while any considerable number of them were 
feeling dissatisfied. W e  sent the teacher temporarily as a helper 
to Chiang-chiu, and gave over the school to the Church. The 
school degenerated so rapidly that long before the half year was up 
they paid off their heathen teacher, and requested us to restore to 
them the former one, and take the whole management of the school 
ourselves. W e  did so, and again it is our most efficient school.
The experiment of taking some of our Theological students as 
school teachers has worked well. It has developed them and 
improved the schools. The one in charge of the Second Church 
school (just spoken of) is developing such fitness for the position 
that w e  m a y  keep him there for some time. Perhaps further trial 
m a y  prove that this should be his life work. T w o  of those who 
have been teaching during the year will now be brought back to 
their theological studies. One of the succeeding class of students 
will be sent out to teach this year. During the past year w e  took
on two young m e n  as students to be trained as teachers. On e  of 
these will probably be sent out this year; the other continues his 
studies a year longer. Probably w e  shall increase the number of 
such students if we  find suitable persons.
T H E  G I RLS' S C H O O L .
The girls’ school is growing in efficiency and in promise of use­
fulness. The Chinese family in charge of it have proved them­
selves well fitted for the position. The pupils of the previous year 
numbered twelve (four boarders and eight day scholars); for the 
year n o w  closed w e  report twenty-three. Of these fifteen were day 
scholars, eight were boarders. The board of two of them was 
furnished by their parents, of the rest by the Mission. All the 
ladies of tho Mission take their turns in making frequent visits to 
the school. Besides learning to read and write both the fchineso 
character and the A m o y  colloquial language, and committing the 
Sacred Scriptures to memory, the pupils are taught geography, 
-arithmetic, composition and biblical subjects. They are also taught 
to do such work as will be useful to them in after life. If the 
contributors to the support of this school could have been present 
at the examinations in the summer and at the close of the year, ■ 
(Chinese year) w e  are sure they would have felt more than repaid. 
During the year one of the boarders (not included however among 
the eight reported at the end of the year) was married to the 
teacher of the Second Church school. Another of the boarders 
is to be married soon to one of our helpers. This will probably be 
one of the most important advantages of the school. It will furnish 
suitable wives for future helpers. The usefulness of m a n y  of our 
helpers is much less than it would be if their wives had been better 
instructed. The number of boarders might bo greatly increased if 
w e  felt at liberty to furnish board for all who would come.
w o m e n ’s  m e e t i n g s .
These have been continued in connection with the two Churches 
in A m o y  and the small congregation on the island of Ko-long-su, by 
Mrs. Talmadge and Mrs. Kip. Miss V a n  Doren has recently 
induced some of the non-readers of the w o m e n  of the Second Church 
to form themselves into a new class, and is endeavoring to teach 
them to read the Romanized colloquial.
R O M A N I Z E D  C O L L O Q U I A L .
The department of colloquial printing has been carried on during 
the year, though in consequence of the cutting down of the appro­
priation to us by the American Tract Society, w e  have been c o m ­
pelled to suspend the printing of some of their books.
Besides the furnishing of the gradually increasing number of 
readers in this region with colloquial books w e  have sent m a n y  to> 
Formosa. During the last two years the missionary work has hacf 
remarkable development among the aborigines of that island, who> 
have adopted the Chinese language and civilization. These, being 
comparatively free from Chinese prejudices, and finding ho w  soon 
they can learn to read the Scriptures in the Romanized colloquial, 
have heartily adopted it. In consequence of this, our supply of 
colloquial books’is nearly exhausted. The Missionaries there pro­
pose, as soon as possible, to have an edition of the Scriptures in 
colloqual printed and stereotyped’ in England. Unless they do> 
this, or commence the work of printing for themselves, w e  shall not, 
with our small press and limited facilities, be able to supply their 
wants.
• B E N E V O L E N C E  O F  T H E  C H U R C H E S .
A s  w e  have not yet received the reports from the several 
Churches on this subject, (we hope to be able to send them in tim& 
for the meeting of the General Synod,) w e  know not whether there- 
has been increase or-decrease of contribution. The poverty of the 
masses of the people is great, and it seems to be increasing, 
because of misguided governmental arrangements. Still w e  believe 
the benevolence of the Churches m a y  be greatly developed as the 
Christians receive more and more of the spirit of Christ and leant 
to deny themselves for his sake. W e  are endeavoring to lead 
them not only to do more for the evangelization of the heathen 
around, but gradually to assume the expenses connected with their 
several stations and the departments of their work. W e  have 
made a good beginning in this, and trust in due time, to go on to 
perfection.
P O L I T I C A L  S T A T E  O F  T H E .  C O U N T R Y .
In our last Report we  had occasion to speak of the growing 
opposition of the ruling classes in China to everything foreign.
which had culminated in the massacre at Tien-tsin. - During 
the past year there have been further developments of this 
opposition, and n ow it has taken the more • distinct form 
of opposition, especially to Christian Missions, with the design 
of restricting the missionary work closely to the Treaty Ports, if 
not to get rid of it altogether. The Chinese Government prepared 
a Paper on this subject, usually termed “ The Missionary Circu­
lar,” addressed to the foreign Representatives at Peking. The 
saddest feature in the especial opposition to Christian Missions is 
the fact that the Chinese have been led to it, apparently, by, to 
use the mildest language, unwise statements’ of some of the offi­
cials of Christian nations, and the more wicked insinuations and 
invectives against Christian Missions published in some of the 
newspapers of Christian lands. The ruling classes of China seem 
to have inferred that the Western Governments, except the French, 
cared nothing for Christianity, and that n o w  the power of France 
had been so greatly reduced, that a strong popular feeling might be 
excited in the masses of the people against Christianity with impu­
nity, even though it should lead to the repetition of such scenes as 
those enacted at Tien-tsin. To  arouse this feeling no use has been 
made of legitimate argument, but the vilest calumnies against 
Christianity (too vile to be even mentioned in, Christian ears) have 
been circulated secretly, but widely, throughout the land. Also, 
during the last summer, throughout the coast provinces of this 
southern half of the empire, the people have been warned of a 
grand poisoning scheme got up by foreigners for the destruction of 
the Chinese. It is needless to say that w e  have felt great anxiety as 
to what would be the result of all this. W e  have never doubte.i 
for a mome n t  but that it would ultimately be overruled for the 
advancement of the cause of Christ throughout this land. But 
must the “ dogs of war” first be let loose ? W e  do not believe that, 
with all their pride, and notwithstanding all their preparations for 
war, the Chinese Government would dare begin hostilities against 
the Western nations, if they found those nations adopting a firm 
and united policy. O n  this point our anxieties have been greatly 
relieved of late. W e  have not yet seen the answer of the A m e r i ­
can Minister, Mr. Low, to the Missionary Circular, but from allu­
sions we  have seen made to it in some official papers, w e  infer
for Foreign Affairs. ' It is a noble paper. If foreign Governments 
adopt such a policy w e  trust w e  shall be yet saved from the scourge
of war.
C O N C L U S I O N ,
gorrows — From the foregoing remarks concerning the state of 
some of the Churches, and from the testimony of the column m  
the Table headed “ Under Suspension,” it will be seen that it is 
not all plain sailing with us. W e  have abundant cause for self­
searching, to find out where and what are all our defects, that we  
m a y  repent of them before Go d  with the deepest humility of heart. 
If our report were not so long, w e  should like to dwell somewhat 
on these things, that our Church at home might be brought more 
into sympathy with us in our cares and disappointments, and per­
plexities and sorrows. W e  do not ask your sympathy for our self- 
'denial as Missionaries. This is too often mistakenly dwelt upon at 
ho m e  W e  have no self-denial of- this kind worth mentioning. 
W e  have the comforts of life in rich abundance. But to see so 
few comparatively of this heathen people turning to the Lord; to 
see some of our Churches sometimes retrograding; to see so m a n y  
defects of' character in so m a n y  of our converts ; to see some fall­
ing into sin, and thus calling us to the sad work of discipline; and 
occasionally to the saddest work of all, the cutting them off 10m  
the Church of Christ, and handing them back to the Kingdom of 
Satan ■ and then to think how mu c h  of this m a y  be chargeable to 
our mistakes, or our unfaithfulness-such, such are our trials
Joys — But our joys far, far exceed our sorrows. W e  know 
w h o m  w e  have believed, and w e  do not labor in vain. Let us sum 
up a few evidences of progress during the past year. I w o  ne w  
Churches under our care. Sixty-nine additions on confession o 
faith Forty-two actual increase over all dismissions, deaths, and 
excommunications. Three n ew schools, with an increase of fifty- 
three pupils of the Church, sixteen of them being girls. One new 
Church under the care of the English Presbyterian Mission, making 
at present in connection with our Classis thirteen Churches. If 
‘the Divine blessing continue, and the present rate of progress
merely- be granted, (and w e  have right to hope for accelerated 
progress,) w e  shall soon be called to separate into two Classes, and 
thus begin the organization of a Synod. „
W h a t  arguments this last paragraph furnishes for thanksgiving 
and praise to the great H e a d  of the Church ! H o w  wonderful His 
blessing! Is not the success vouchsafed us sufficient to repay our 
Church a hundredfold for all her outlay of money and of m e n  ? Is it 
not sufficient to induce her to engage anew in this work of re­
claiming China to our Lord, with prayerfulness, and zeal, and lib­
erality, and consecration more worthy of so glorious a cause? A n d  
yet our last letters from homo tell us that the Board of Foreign 
Missions of our Church is $41,000 in debt, and w e  hear of no 
prospect of reinforcements. Brethren and sisters in the Lord, we  
do not believe that you will need one argument in addition to the 
preceding facts to induce you to greater liberality, that the debt of 
the Board m a y  be wiped out. and ample means furnished it to 
carry forward the work for which it was constituted.
Perhaps w e  should say a few words on the need of reinforce­
ments. Our field of labor is constantly enlarging, making demands 
for a constant increase of laborers. The capability of still greater 
enlargement is limitless, affording scope for an indefinite increase 
of workers, while the force on the ground is wearing away.
2. T H E  A R C O T  M I S S I O N .
(Organized in 1854.)
The Mission occupies
The North Arcot District.— Area, 5,017 square miles; popula­
tion, 1,000,716.
South Arcot District.— Area, 4,076 square miles; population, 
1,102,184. .
Missionaries.— Revs. W .  W .  Scudder, D.D., Vellore; Joseph 
Scudder, D.D., in this country; Ezekiel C. Scudder, M.D., A met ; 
Jared W .  Scudder, M.D., Chittoor; J. Chamberlain, M.D., Mud- 
napilly; Silas D. Scudder, M.D., Arcot; John Scudder, M . D .  
Arcot. •
Assistant Missionaries.— The wives of the brethren mentioned 
above, Miss M. J. Mandeville, and Miss Josephine Chapin.
22 R E P O R T  O N  '
''Native Ministers,— Revs. A n d r e w  Sawyer, S. Ettirajooloo, 
Zechariah John.'
Native Helpers.— Catechists, 26; Assistant Catechists, 4 ; Bible 
Readers, 25; Schoolmasters,,21; Schoolmistresses, 12; Colpor­
teurs, 22. Total, 111. •
During the year Rev. Joseph M a y o u  resigned his commission as 
a member of this Mission, and accepted a call to the pastorate of 
the Reformed Church at Somerset, Miami Co., Kansas.





































































































































5 59 63 36 58 82 54 92 298 293
8 78 94 13 105 29 2 65 218 245
26 29 6 31 3 2 2 15 88 73
6 70 65 13 89 111 101 1 61 323 380
1 71 76 41 81 5 3 20 195 207
3 67 72 15 72 2 5 1 32 157 164
14 13 8 IS 5 8 24 52 52
20 17 4 14 11 6 10 58 52
17 17 6 1*1 26 37
15 10 1 2 1 8 40 32
15 22 17 29 11 13 3 13 77 95
19 29 31 37 37 18 100 134
. 1 14 16 4 18 6 8 1 6 56 53
22 24 3 23 2 13 42 52
22 22 26 10 5 15 69 63
31 37 2 31 4 4 4 15 741 78
. 5 99 106 67 159 46 70 | 118 375 468
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391 4 7 
184 13 10 
82 2 10 
20 8 3 
24 15 3 
12 8 0 
6 8 0 
50 11 6 
15 13 2 
12 0 5 
20 5 3 
22 15 10 
9 13 10 
201 12 0
1317 10 5
A Rupee is about 50 cents, Gold. '
The Arcot Seminary for boys is at Vellore, and has 43 pupils. The Qirlf 
Seminary is at Chittoor, and has 55 pupils. The Preparandi Class is taught 
at Arcot, and has 35 scholars.
T O D R I N O .
The important work of visiting villages at a considerable dis­
tance from the Stations has been vigorously carried on. The sta­
tistics of the amount of service performed are as follows :
N u m b e r  of T o u r s .................... - 22
N u m b e r  of days Missionaries were out - • - 315
“ “ Native Helpers were out - • 771
N u m b e r  of S e r m o n s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - 3,345
N u m b e r  of places preached in - - - 2,268
N u m b e r  of villages reached - - - • - 1,600
N u m b e r  in audiences - . . . - 102,599
N u m b e r  of Books sold, 1,672 )
“ “ given, 4,810 j ’ ’ ’ - - 6,482
S T A T I O N  A N D  O U T - S T A T I O N  P R E A C H I N G .
Besides maintaining the regular services in the churches, ser­
mons are delivered in the streets of the city in which the Stations 
are located, and in the adjoining villages. The statistics of this 
department of labor are as follows:
N u m b e r  of addresses made, 10,582; number of persons in au­
diences, 258,215 ; books sold, 1,748, given, 3.468. J
Adding the statistics of the touring to these amounts, w e  find 
that the W o r d  of G od has been preached to over 300,000 souls during 
the year, and 12,058 books and tracts distributed by sale or gift. , 
The following are the out-stations whose statistics are included 
in those of the Churches to which they belong:
Arcot has Avereykkel, Erantangal, Kumalantangal, Manimutta, 
Yegamoor; A m ec  has Sevur, Pudupakum, Parasur, Tatchambadi, 
Adanur, Nangattur, Varikkal, Tindivanum; Chittoor has Basapali, 
B o m m a i  Samudram, Kottapalli, Ramapuram, Timsanpalli, YeHa-- 
palli; Conoor has Kotagiri; Gnanodayam has Arunadu, Sirudala- 
pundi, Paraiyantangal; Palamanair has Arunodaya; Vellore has 
Vennampalli, Ondrantangal, Karasamangalam, Tondantulasi, 
Karihari.
B y  the request of the Mission, the Revs. W .  W .  Scudder, D.D., 
and Silas D. Scudder, D . D , have been authorized to return to this, 
country to recruit.
S T A T E  O F  T H E  C H U R C H E S .
A R C O T .
Rev. John Scudder, M.D., Missionary; Mrs. John Scudderr 
Assistant Missionary; Jacob Raji, John Silas, and Joseph 'Paul, 
Catechists; John Peter, Assistant Catechist; Job, Abraham Muni,. 
Philip, and Gnanamanikam, Readers; Yesadian, Schoolmaster; 
Martha and Gnanam, Schoolmistresses ; Paul, Kandan, and Subben,. 
Colporteurs.
Although w e  have had additions from other Churches and from 
heathenism, still our numbers are smaller by five than last year.. 
Death has taken four from our midst, a number have left the station, 
but not Christianity; and a few in the out-stations have gone back 
to their idols. Notwithstanding this, the number of communicants, 
has increased. Eight have been dismissed and two removed, as I 
trust, to a brighter world; but as ten have been received on certi­
ficate and four on confession of their faith in Christ, our present 
number is sixty-three, this being four more than last year. Fifteen- 
children and twenty adults have been baptized. T w o  of those 
wh o  were baptized and received on confession were the head con­
stable of this station and his wife. They had long been considering 
their duty of coming out on the Lord's side, and now, by the aid of 
the Spirit, have taken the final step and enrolled themselves with 
their children as members of the Church.
The usual Sabbath services have been maintained in the Church. 
The attendance on these services has been regular. The Lord’s 
Supper has been administered four times. A  monthly concert for- 
prayer is held in the afternoon of the first Sabbath in each month, 
when those who desire take a part. They report all the missionary 
intelligence of different countries they are able to collect and have- 
thus rendered these meetings interesting and instructive. A  col­
lection is also taken up for missionary purposes.
The whole congregation are catechized every Sabbath after the- 
morning service. W e e k l y  prayer-meetings have also been held at. 
the houses of the Christians. A  w o m e n ’s prayer-meeting has been 
maintained, conducted alternately by-Mrs. S. D. Scudder and Mrs.. 
John Scudder. .
I take pleasure in commending the congregation on the spirit of 
■benevolence they have manifested. They have done nobly. M a n y  
of the people give their tenth to the Lord. A  part of this only 
passes through m y  hands, still the s um they have contributed 
amounts to more than Rs. 200. H a d  I the statistics of their gifts, 
no doubt this su m  would be nearly doubled.
Vernacular Schools.— The school of this station is in a more flour­
ishing condition than it was last year. There are no w  fifty-two 
scholars— namely, thirty boys and twenty-two girls. W e  have had 
a ne w  teacher, a graduate of our Seminary, who has conducted the 
school to our satisfaction. The children have made good progress 
in their studies. The girls are also instructed in sewing once a 
week. The whole school is under the direction of Mrs. S. D. 
Scudder, who examines it weekly. '
The schools at the out-stations are very small, with the excep­
tion of the one in Yegamoor, which numbers sixteen. The scholars 
have all made .more or less progress in learning, and some 'have 
done remarkably well. The school at Manimuttu has been dis­
continued for- the want of pupils.
Out-Stations.— I have nothing special to report about these. 
There has been a slight falling off in numbers in three villages and 
a small increase in Yegamoor. M a n y  of the people are advancing 
in Christian knowledge, and manifest a desire to learn more and 
more of the teachings of our Saviour. M y  hopes in regard to 
Avereykkal and M a n  imuttu have been not fully realized, as the con­
duct of the people has not been pleasing.
N o  n ew villages have joined us, although the people in several 
places have been considering the subject of coming over to Chris­
tianity. 1 have not given them much encouragment, so I fear their 
motives are too worldly.
Evangelistic Work.— Street preaching at this and out-stations has 
been carried on throughout the year with the following results: 
N u m b e r  of times all preached, 1909 ; number of audiences, 28,001; 
number of books distributed, 318.
A R N E E .
Rev. E. C. Scudder, M.£>., Missionary; Mrs. E. C. Scudder' 
Assistant Missionary.
.Paul Bailey, C. Thomas, Simon, Daniel, A. Isaac, Gnanapara-
mu m ,  Catechists; E. Joshua, A. Anthony, N. Solomon, Nidian, 
Assistant Catechists; Jacob Baber, Subban, David, Solomon, David 
Ponnan, Christian Daniel, Readers ; Francis, Simon Martin, Charles 
Benjamin, Aaron, Sourimuttu, Devasagayam, Peter, V. Zechariah, 
Schoolmasters; ^Elizabeth Francis, Eliza Thomas, M a r y  Bro w n  
Eliza, Mary Anthony, Schoolmistresses.
Rev. Dr. E. C. Scudder reports:
I have been in charge of this field during the past ten months. 
The year closes with an increase of fifty-four in the members of the 
■congregations. The name of one out-station, Sandavasal, has been 
dropped from the list. One family alone remains of those w h o  there 
professed Christianity, and this one is looked after from Arnce.
While some of the churches are vigorous, active, and on the 
Increase, there is still not a little ground for discouragement in the 
fact that Christianiti is regarded by m a n y  as an instrument of mere 
worldly advancement. ' This is due in part to the injudiciousness of 
isome of our native agents, w h o  have reversed the injunction, “ Seek 
ye first the Kingdom of G o d  and his righteousness,” and made 
temporal emoluments the most prominent feature of Christian 
doctrine. In consequence of this, I fear that the congregations at 
Modaiyur and Tatchambadi, and some of the,so-called Christians 
will eventually become the property of the highest bidder.
• Several applications, to be received under instruction, have come 
in from heathen villages during theyear. So m e  of these have been 
wholly founded upon the above-mentioned hope of receiving'lempo- 
ral aid, or gaining some worldly advantage. The result was that, 
•when they discovered that their requests would not be entertained, 
they withdrew.
I a m  glad to say, however, that there are other and very pleas­
ing features in connection with the work, indicative of strength and 
progress. It is a pleasure to visit such churches as those in Orat- 
tur, Marutuvanbadi, Alliandal, Yellambi, and in one or two other 
localities. The truths of our blessed religion are leaving their im­
press upon the minds and hearts of the people. They appreciate 
their privileges, and are advancing in piety and benevolence. I 
have found our catechists and native helpers, in the main, faithful 
and persevering in their instructions, both among the Christians and 
the heathen.
Several prayer meetings are held weekly amo n g  the Christians 
at Arnee, and one for females at the house of the missionary.
In prosecuting our work around the station and out stations, w e  
have reached 1,720 villages, in which we  have preached 2,274 
times, reaching 82, 693 persons, and distributed 1261 books and 
tracts.
CHITTOOR.
Rev. J. "W. Scudder, M.D., Missionary; Mrs. Scudder, Assistant 
Missionary.
M. J. Israel, V. A. Isaac, Isaac Henry, Catechists; John Abra­
ham, Assistant Catechist; Isaac Lazar, Shadrach, Elias Isaiah, Z. 
Bashyan, J. Sawyer, Readers; Masillamani, Schoolmaster; Eliza­
beth Abraham, Schoolmistress; Philemon, Muttan, Colporteurs; 
Gnamadipam, Female Bible Reader.
Rev. Dr. J. W .  Scudder reports:
' Nine persons were received during the year into this Church, 
seven on confession of their faith, and two by certificate. Four 
communicants died, and ten were dismissed to other churches. 
The total of church members remaining on the record at the close 
of the year is sixty-five. Seven infants were baptized, and ten 
marriages solemnized.
Of the ten communicants dismissed, eight were^ members of the 
Female Seminary. They went from us as wives of native helpers; 
and though lost to the record of this Church, are enrolled in the 
records of other churches in the Mission.
The usual Sabbath and week-day services, including four prayer- 
meetings, have been regularly kept up throughout the year. One 
of the latter, conducted by Mrs. Scudder, is for the w o m e n  of the 
congregation. „
The contributions of the Church have increased by about fifty 
rupees. .
So far as possible, daily preaching has been maintained in Chit- 
tbor and its out-stations. The aim has been to reach all villages- 
within a circuit of three or four miles from each center. In this, 
effort 1,357 sermons have been preached, to 32,115 persons, and 
524 books and tracts have been given away, and 490 sold.
Konaypalli— This out-station has been abandoned. The congre-
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gation was so small, and the village itself so near the more prosper­
ous one of Timsanpalli, that it was deemed inexpedient to maintain 
a catechist in the place.
Bommai-Samudram.— Twenty souls in all compose the congrega- , 
tion. They have not made much progress, and I have not very 
sanguine hopes of an improvement in the future. Ihe catechist in 
■charge died just at the close of the year.
Koltapalli.— There has been a falling off in this village this year. 
A t  the close of 1870, I reported 30 families, including 62 adults 
:and 48 children, 111 souls in all. N o w  I have to report only 23 
families, embracing 46 adults and 34 children. It will be r e m e m ­
bered that 22 heads of families gave m e  their names just at the 
close of 1870. I scarcely expected at the time that all of these 
would remain true to their newly-pledged faith, and the result 
•.shows that I was not wrong. The defection amounts to 7 families, 
consisting of 16 adults and 15 children, 31 souls in all. M a n y  of 
these still declare their intention of returning to us in future. They 
■desire to be Christians, but are unable at present to face the diffi­
culties and privations which a profession of Christianity entails. I 
can myself testify to the bitter opposition and persistent persecu­
tion of this congregation by the entire heathen population, m a n y  of 
w h o m  are wealthy and influential men. The whole number of 
names now on the record is 80. A  vernacular school of 11 scholars 
has been held throughout the year.
' Timsanpalli.— TKis congregation has advanced during the one 
year of its connection with us. O n  December 31, 1870, I received 
•the names of three heads of families, representing 6 adults and 6 
■children. Within the year under review, three other heads of 
families joined us; and there are n o w  in this village 6 Christian 
'families, embracing 13 adults and 14 children, 27 souls iu all.
They exhibit considerable firmness in their attachment to Chris­
tianity, and will, I trust, continue to do so. Their faithful attend- 
.ance on divine worship and earnestness in acquainting themselves 
with the truth are commendable and encouraging. The vernacular 
rschool consists of 9 children, wh o  have made a fair beginning in the 
elements of education.
Thus far as to the out-stations existing previous to the close of 
•1870. During the year 1871, I have received the names of several
families in three n e w  villages. A s  I have been unable, however, 
from the lack of native helpers, to occupy any of these, I can re­
port them only as out-stations waiting for Christian instruction­
, rJ hey are visited from time to time, and the candidates are en­
couraged to hope that teachers will be provided as soon as they 
" can be procured. I append the names of the villages, with brief 
statistics.
Btisapali.— Six families, consisting of, 13 adults and 10 children^ 
23 souls in all. '
Ramapuram.— Three families, 'consisting of 7 adults and 7 
children; 14 souls in all.
Yellapalli.— Nine families, consisting of 22 adults and 29 child­
ren; 51 souls in all.
In conclusion, it appears from the account given above, that 
during the past year one out-station has been abandoned, and three 
n e w  ones have been received. The total number of adherents in 
the nut-stations has, on the one hand, been decreased by the death 
. or defection of 33 persons; and, on the other, increased by the 
addition of 103 newcomers.” The gain of the year amounts to 70 
souls.
C O O N O O R .
Rev. Zechariah John, Native Pastor. "'
Samson Samuel, Reader; Peter John, Schoolmaster.
Rev. Z. John reports: . ,
During the year five persons were received into the Church on 
confession of their faith; three of them from the Coonoor congre­
gation, and two from without. T w o  persons were received on cer­
tificate, while three were dismissed to other churches. One has. 
been suspended. •
The communion has been administered six times. T w o  services, 
have been conducted every Sabbath. The people have been in­
structed both in the “ Heidelbergh Catechism” and the “ Sweet 
Savors of Divine 1 ruth.” W ednesday and Saturday meetings have 
been regularly maintained.
The w o m e n  of the Church have a prayer-meeting of their own 
W h e n  first established, m a n y  w o m e n  attended and prayed; but, it
gradually dwindled down. I stirred up the people in regard to it 
for several Sabbaths. More than five no w  attend.
I have baptized, during the year, two persons who have come out 
of heathenism, and an old w o m a n  who came from the Socinians.
There are at present 13 children in the day school. Grain is 
distributed every Sabbath morning among the poor wh o  attend the 
church. The money expended for this purpose amounts to 256 
rupees. It was given by Dr. Wilson and Thomas Stanes, Esq.
Kotagiri.— Johnson, Catechist. The present number of communi­
cants at this out-station is 16. The congregation has not increased 
during the year. The school is not as large as it was, the scholars 
having gone to a neighboring school where they are taught Eng.
lish.
G N A N O D A Y A M .
Rev. A ndr e w  Sawyer, Native Pastor.
Samuel Sawyer, Catechist; Souriappan, Prakasam, Christian 
Daniel, Rcailers; Arokiam, K. Zechariah, Daniel, School teachers; 
Arulappen, Sourimuttu, Colporteurs.
Rev. A n d r e w  Sawyer reports:
That besides the regular Sabbath services, catechetical exercises 
and prayers are conducted daily, and prayer meetings held in the 
houses of the congregation.
H e  writes : Though the people are poor as to this world, they are 
not only desirous of hearing the word and understanding what they 
hear, but they always attend with desire the services of the sanctu­
ary. Wi t h  a few exceptions they manifest the spirit of piety, and 
try to lay aside their old and possess a new disposition.
O n  all four sides of Gnanodayam, within a distance of twenty or 
thirty miles, I, together with several helpers, have joyfully 
m a d e  known the glad tidings of salvation in villages darkened by 
sin and heathenism. W e  visited 246 villages, preaching in 385 
different places, and reaching in all 13,211 persons— of these 8,440 
were males and 4,771 were females. W e  distributed 390 tracts 
and Scripture portions.
Arunada.— The people at this out-station have suffered greatly 
for four years. Still, by the grace of God, the most of them re­
main firm. They are active in their benevolence, punctual in 
attendance upon the Sabbath service and daily evening prayers.
Sattambadi.— The people are walking in, the fear of God. They 
are daily hearing the Heidelbergh Catechism and Sweet Savors of 
Divine Truth. Six are able to read the Scriptures for themselves.
Each w o m a n  has in her possession a small earthen vessel into 
which a handful of rice is thrown at the time of cooking. The grain 
thus collected they bring as an offering to the Lord. Tithes are 
also presented at the harvest, and the people grudge not any of 
their gifts. .
Forty-six communicants receive the Lord’s Supper every other 
month. Ten of these are from Sirudalapundi and eleven from 
Paraiyantangal. Prayer meetings are held in the houses of the. 
Christians, one of which is exclusively for the women.
The surrounding villages have been visited by the Catechist, 
Samuel Sawyer, and other native helpers. They reached 36 villa­
ges, preaching 125 different times to 1562 people.
Sirudalapundi.— This congregation numbers 20.
Prayers are conducted every evening. Twice a month the peo­
ple worship with the Church at, Sattamhadi; they also receive the 
communion there. Ten children attend the school. The people 
give according to their ability. The Gospel is preached in the sur­
rounding villages.
Paraiyantangal.— In this place there are 20 Christians, w ho re­
ceive daily instruction.
M U D N A P I L L Y .
Rev. J. Chamberlain, M.D., Missionary; Mrs. Chamberlain, A s ­
sistant Missionary. -
P. Souri, Catechist: Joseph Pakyanathan, Bible Colporteur; 
Joseph Balacherean, Reader; Samuel Abraham, Schoolmaster.
Rev. J. Chamberlain, reports: ,
I a m  glad to be able to report some progress in this station. It 
is still the day of small things— the day of preparation— but we are 
not without encouraging signs that the power of Gospel truth is be­
ginning to be felt more and more, and w e  look for larger ingather­
ings ere long. •
The congregation has increased from 77 in the beginning to 95 at 
the close of the year, an increase of 25 per cent; while the com. 
municants have increased from 15 to 22— a larger ratio.
The congregation have in the main conducted themselves in a 
manner worthy of praise. Their liberality has increased, they hav­
ing contributed for benevolent purposes Rs. 50 11 6, as compared 
with Rs. 23 6 3 last year.
The usual services have been maintained, and a monthly con­
cert of prayer for the spread of the Redeemer’s kingdom has 
been observed on the first Sabbath afternoon of each month. A  
weekly female prayer-meeting has been conducted by Mrs. C h a m ; 
berlain when present at the station. A  small Christian vernacular 
school, under the superintendence of Mrs. Chamberlain, has been 
kept up most of the year. Toward its close, however, it was ne­
cessary to suspend the teacher for misconduct. The school is, ho w ­
ever, soon to be re-opened. It has numbered from ten to thirteen 
scholars.
Station preaching in Mudnapilly and its surrounding villages' has 
also been carried on, in which w e  have preached in all 488 times in 
56 different villages, to 14,401 people, of w h o m  3,800 were women, 
and sold 919 books and tracts.
Saks.— M y  sales have not amounted to quite as much as last 
year, owing to the fact that I have not been able to tour as m u c h  
as usual. The experience of the year has, however, further strength­
ened m y  conviction that the distribution of Scriptures and tracts 
by sale at a nominal price is the best way of bringing them to the 
attentive consideration of the people. The following is the list of
the sales effected:
Bibles................. '..... . ............. ..........  10
New Testaments..............   8
Luke, Acts and Romans, in one vol...........................  85
Scripture Portions........................................ 457
Tracts (613 large, 703 small)................................ 1,316
School books, chiefly publications of the Christian Vernacular Education 
Society............................................  717
Total.................................... . -...... 2,593
Books and tracts sold realizing R s  252 9 5.
These were mostly Telugu, but with a few Tamil, Canarese, Hi n ­
dustani, Sanscrit, and English,
Although the number of books sold is less than last year, the 
amount realized is much more, as a greater proportion of them were 
large books, only 703 out of 2,593 being of the one pie series.
Free Reading-Room.— The free reading-room, the establishment 
of which I reported last year, has continued to answer m y  expecta­
tions, abundantly. It is well situated on the corner of two streets 
in the native town ; and being open every afternoon, and well 
lighted every evening, it attracts m a n y  a one to spend a little time 
in mental improvement which might otherwise be wasted. Beside 
the daily papers, and government and district gazettes, it is sup­
plied with illustrated weeklies and monthlies from America, and 
monthlies published in this country. It has also copies of the 
Bible, in the seven languages more’ or less known here, on its 
tables, for any one to read as he likes; and a growing library of 
standard and interesting works, in all the languages used here, is 
open to every one. This has been considerably increased during 
the past year. I wish particularly to thank the American Tract 
Society, Boston, for a grant of books which have just been received 
for it.
The reading-room :s also used .as a depository for the sale of 
Scriptures, tracts, and school-books; 817 volumes of the sales 
reported above having been disposed of there.
The Wednesday evening biblical lectures in the reading-room 
have been kept during the year, and, I a m  glad to say, with always 
a full house. They are designed entirely for the non-Christian 
population, and the earnestness and attention with which the exposi­
tion of the parables, the miracles, the biographies, the histories, the 
prophecies, and the teachings of the Bible are listened to, have 
wrought in m e  the sure conviction that the word of G o d  is not 
without its effect here, although so few comparatively have as yet 
openly embraced it. ,
‘ M edical W o r k .— I have been providentially impelled to devote 
perhaps more attention than usual to this work in the year under 
review. During the prevalence of cholera and typhoid fever in the 
town in August, I was able to do little but medical work for more 
than a month. In March and April also m y  strength was mainly 
expended in medical work at and near the. station. While on the 
tours I have taken at a distance from Mudnapilly, I have carried 
m y  large medicine-chests and attended to all who applied at m y  tent. 
During m y  tour of twenty-nine days, in December, mostly in the 
Kadri Taluk, I found all the medical work I could do, frequently
having over one hundred patients a day at m y  tent, besides going 
•out preaching morning and evening in the villages.
During that tour I treated 713 different patients, giving an 
.average of 5:83 days treatment to each patient, orca total of 4,155 
•days treatment to all. Ea.ch group treated was preached to by m y ­
self or m y  catechists, and m a n y  purchased Scriptures and tracts to 
carry away with them to tell them of the Gieat Physician who can 
heal the maladies of the soul. • •
A s  stated in the report of Palamanair, I carried on a temporary 
dispensary at the station for six weeks in October and November, 
treating 1536 patients.
PALAMANAIH. *
• Rev. J. Chamberlain, Missionary ; John Hill, Catechist; Abraham 
Papanna, colporteur. '
Mr. Chamberlain reports:
This place much needs the care and earnest working of a resi­
dent missionary. 1 visit it as often as I can, but the Church 
languishes for the lack of more work.
In October I came here with m y  family with the design of spend­
ing six weeks in working in the villages around Palamanair. But 
it was the rainy season, and the circumstances of m y  family were 
such that I could not be away from them touring. I determined 
therefore that, if I could not go to the villagers, I would bring the 
villagers to me, and as there was a good deal of sickness in the 
region, I brought on a good supply of medicines and opened a 
temporary Dispensary in our vernacular school building, devoting 
every other day to dispensary work, and the alternate one to 
preaching in the villages near at hand and other mission work.
M y  average of patients each day for the first fortnight was 38, it 
being very rainy. ■ The second fortnight the average rose to 63, 
and the third fortnight to 168. The last week the average of 
patients was 214.
Every morning before giving out medicines I read a portion from 
the Bible, and preached to those assembled and made a short prayer, 
and, as those present at the religious exercises received tickets 
which entitled 'them to the precedence in treatment,' I often had 
over 100 present to listen and sometimes as m a n y  as 150. I
treated in all 1,536 patients and m y  audiences amounted to 1,021.
O n  the 29th of November I closed the work there to commence 
again m y  medico-evangelistic touring work in the district beyond 
Mudnapilly as mentioned in the report of that station.
Systematic preaching in the villages around the station has been 
carried on during the year by the Catechist when not absent 
on tours. 113 addresses in 54 villages have been made to 
audiences numbering 2,184, of w h o m  760 or about one third were 
women. '
Arunodaya.— John Souri, Catechist; Shelvani, Schoolmistress.
This congregation has decreased, owing to removals, but the n u m ­
ber of communicants is larger than last year. The congregation is, 
I trust, making an advance in knowledge and virtue.
A  small Christian day-school, numbering five to six pupils, has 
been kept up.
The Catechist, besides joining m e  in tours in the Mudnapilly 
district, has preached 100 times in 43 of the surrounding villages, 
to audiences numbering 960, of w h o m  360 were .women. T h e  
preaching of the word is not opposed as formerly. ,
VELLORE.
Rev. W .  W .  Scudder D.D., Missionary; Mrs. Scudder, Misses 
Martha J. Mandeville and Josephine Chapin, Assistant Missionaries ; 
P. Juganadan, Abraham William, Gnanaparanam, Catechists; 
Zechariah Sawyer, Reader ; Solomon Abraham, Reader and School­
master ; Peter, Schoolmaster; Esther, School Mistress; Maduran- 
ayakam, Bible Colporteur; Rebecca, Bible Reader.
N o  report has been received from this Church. W e  append the 
names of the out-stations and native helpers employed at them.
Kattupadi.— Y. Yesadian, Catechist; Daniel, School Master; 
Karumban, Colporteur.
Kandiputtur.— A. Masillamni, Catechist;- Mary Ann, School 
Mistress; Moses, Colporteur.
Shekadu.— Y. Samuel, Catechist; Jebagnanam, Reader and 
School Master ; Joseph Munian, Colporteur.
Vennampalli.— Israel Andrew, Reader ; Mary, School Mistress ; 
Solomon, Colporteur.
Ondrantangal.— A. Solomon, Reader; Mary, School Mistress; 
Joseph, Colporteur. •
During the year Karasamangalam has had a congregation of 34 
ipersons. Tondantoulasi and Karihari have been occupied, the 
former having a congregation of 22, and the latter of 32 persons.
THE PREPARANDI SCHOOL.
John Peter, Teacher.
Rev. John Scudder reports :
The present number of scholars is 35. Seventeen n e w  lads have 
.been received during the year, some of w h o m  remained only for a 
.short time. Eight of the most advanced boys were sent to the 
Yellore Seminary in January, and several of the old scholars have 
returned to their homes. One is no w  a teacher in mission employ, 
an d  one superintends the weaving department. The conduct of all 
has been good, and they have made commendable progress in their 
.studies. Each class is examined “weekly by Mrs. John Scudder. 
Fifteen of the present number have been received into the Church 
b y  the rite of baptism. *
This has been the first year of our experiment in the industrial 
line, which has been confined to weaving. Financially, it has not 
been a success. The outlay in providing looms, etc., has been 
greater than the receipts. For a time w e  had a silk-weaver from 
Yellore to instruct the boys. His salary has added much to the 
^expense. A s  we  were not satisfied with his services, w e  were very 
glad to permit him to resign at his ow n  request. Since he left, one 
of the former scholars, a weaver by caste, has instructed the boys 
with very good results. A  number of them are no w  quite adepts in 
the new business, so that although the experiment has not been a 
financial success it has not proved a failur e.
GIRLS' SEMINARY, CHITTOOR.
Mrs. Jared W. Scudder, in charge; Mrs. Lackey, Matron; Isaac 
Henry, John Abraham, .Teachers.
Rev. J. "W. S c u d d e r , M.D., writes :
In this institution fifty-five hoarders have been instructed through­
out the year. They have been diligent and successful in their 
studies, as will appear from the report of the Examining Committee
inserted below. Mrs Scudder has given daily effort to promote 
their physical, mental, and moral improvement, and w e  trust the- 
girls are, by the divine blessing, being successfully trained to occupy 
useful positions in life and in the Church. During the W e e k  of 
Prayer in January, much tender feeling was manifested in the 
school, and on the following Sabbath I had the privilege of receiv­
ing seven of its members into the communion of the Church. In. 
April, nine of the maturer girls were married at one and the same­
time to a corresponding number of graduates from the Arcot Semi­
nary. It was a rare and pleasant sight to see the nine couples-, 
standing together around the altar, clad in their bright nuptial robes,, 
and beaming with happy hopes for the future. W e  sent them forth 
with earnest prayers, that in their new relations they might prove- 
ornaments to the Church, and zealous advocates of the Redeemer’s 
kingdom.
During the latter part of the year, typhoid fever appeared in the 
school, and, though every sanitary precaution possible was taken, 
prevailed through the months of November and December. M a n y  
of the scholars were attacked, and several were brought near to 
death’s door. On §  child, aged thirteen, succumbed to the disease, 
and breathed out her life with the expiring year on the evening of 
the 31st of December. The girls have maintained their habit of 
self denying benevolence, and by going without a certain portion of 
daily food, have collected the sum of Rs. 86 3 2 which they have 
expended as they,pleased in various charities. Crochet-work, the 
result of their industry out of school hours, has been sold to the 
amount of Rs. 134 2.0. Annexed is the report of the annual ex­
amination held December 20th, 1871 :
■ Report of the Committee on the Female Seminary.
A s  the chairman of the Committee was unable to attend, Rev. 
John Scudder was requested to act in his place.
The school was carefully examined in all the studies the girls had 
pursued during the past year.
Your Committee were very much gratified with the examination 
the scholars sustained, as it was creditable both to themselves and 
their teachers. Their answers were given with promptness and. 
decision, as though they were well acquainted with, their subjects.
The Committee of last year remarked the deficiency of the girls 
in geography and arithmetic. It has had a good effect. They have 
bravely made up for their former failure, as was shown by the very 
satisfactory examination they passed in these lessons.
Specimens of penmanship in both Tamil and Telugu were sub­
mitted for inspection. The most of these were neatly written.
The girls have also been trained in singing both Tamil and 
Telugu Christian lyrics, and European tunes, several of which they 
sang to our satisfaction.
Your Committee feel it is not too much to saj', that they are sure 
very few institutions at home would so well stand the test of exami- 
• nation. ^
Prizes were awarded to the two best scholars in each class.
THE ARCOT SEMINARY AT VELLORE.
Rev. S. Ettirajooloo, Head Master; Moses Nathaniel, Second Master; 
Zechariah Appaou, Third Master ; Sami Sastri, Sanscrit and Telugu 
Munshi.
Rev. S. Ettirajooloo reports:
W e  had on the roll at the end of 1870, 44 lads, and we received 
16 new admissions, making a total of 60. Of these, 9 were married 
and sent to occupy some of our out-stations, 3 were dismissed, and 
4 died, leaving on the roll and in actual attendance 43.
These have pursued their various studies with assiduity and 
zeal. The studies of the Seminary m a y  not seem so grand as those 
of last year. The graduating class having left us, we'have to lead the 
lower classes upward in the scale of studies. The subjects gone 
through this year by the highest class have been of a most thorough 
and substantial kind. Hod g e ’s Outlines of Theology, Paley’s 
Evidences, Sathianadan’s Church History, and the Scriptures them­
selves, with such helps as Alexander, Hodge, and Pinnock afford, 
have been systematically taught. Our advanced lads have written 
more skeleton sermons this season than those of last year of the 
same standing. Besides, they have written essays on given diffi­
cult themes. On e  peculiarity of this year’s progress is, they have 
had personal religion largely exercised. This the best of all study. 
Constant and serious appeals were made to their consciences. 
They were m a n y  a time roused to a deep sense of sin, not only in
the class-room, at their weekly prayer-meeting, but from the pulpit 
by the ministrations of the Rev. W .  W .  Scudder, D.D. They 
mourned apart. They prayed apart, so that w e  have had no seri­
ous case of discipline. I have seen them engaged in prayer by 
themselves when they least expected to be seen by me. The fear 
of G o d  and the love of the Saviour, and a desire to do good to the 
heathen, have been their swaying motives. They have gone, on 
the whole, as loving children of one family of Jesus Christ. Eight 
lads joined the Lord’s side by sitting down at the communion. 
Providence as well has given them peculiarly solemn lessons which 
made them feel the uncertainty of the present world, and the 
realities of heavenly truth. Death after death geemed to awaken 
in them serious and searching examinations, and drew their atten­
tion to the sweet consolations of the Gospel.
Our prayer-meetings, discussion classes, and street-preaching 
have been attended to as last year, regularly. They have preached 
in 217 places, to 12,080 people, delivered 272 addresses, and dis­
tributed 265 Scripture portions and tracts.
Mrs. William Scudder has taken the youths of our third class into 
her Sabbath-school, held in the church, where the children of the 
congregation and also the scholars of our station-schools, boys and 
girls attend. She has kindly taught them some pretty tunes in her 
ow n  house beforehand, to sing there. O n  one occasion, when I 
happened to be there, Mrs. William Scudder asked m e  to address 
the children. H o w  touching the sight. Herself and the Misses 
Mandeville and.Ohapin, and the catechists, all engaged in teaching 
the despised and the low the simple truths of the Gospel. I felt 
that the work, though unattracti ve to flesh and sense, yet was glorious 
and full of hope. This is purely unselfish, a service done to the 
Lord. Our friends will see that the work of the Lord is prosper­
ing in our hands. Scriptural education is progressing, souls are 
converted, and sinners here and there are taken to be with the 
Lord. O h  1 we  take courage, and earnestly ask our friends to pray 
for us.and for the lads in the Seminary.
* W e  cannot conclude this report without thanking the members 
of the Sunday-school ofthe Reformed Church, W e s t  Troy, N. Y., for 
their great kindness in sending us such a fine bell. It is a splendid 
one. W e  are all very grateful to them, and prize the gift highly.
DISPENSARY AND HOSPITAL.
Rev. Silas D. Scudder, M.D., Missionary Physician; Samuel 
, Veragoo, Dresser.
Owing to the prostration of the Rev. Dr. Scudder by severe 
sickness he was unable to prepare the usual report. W e  are able 
to present only the following summary :
W h o l e  number of out-patients, old and new, treated during the 
year, 31,831. W h o l e  number of in-patients, old and new, 10,983. 
Total 42,814. N u m b e r  of n e w  cases during the year; out­
patients, 6,900, in-patients, 770. Total 7,670.
3. T H E  J A P A N  M I S S I O N .
(Organized 1859.)
Missionaries at Yokohama, Rev. S. R. Brown, D.D., J. H. 
Ballagh, and C. H. H. Wolf; Assistant Missionaries, Mrs. Brown, 
Mrs. Ballagh, Mrs. Wolf, and Miss Mary E. Kidder.
At Yedo, Rev. G. F. Yerbeck; Assistant Missionary, Mrs. Ver- 
beck.
At Nagasaki, Rev. Henry Stout; Assistant .Missionary, Mrs. 
Stout.
Rev. S. R. Brown, D.D., has continued to teach the Govern^ 
ment A c a d e m y  at Yokohama, improving judiciously the opportu­
nities for conversing with his pupils and other persons on the truths 
of Christianity.
H e  has also been [engaged with James C. Hepburn, M.D., of 
the Presbyterian Mission, in making a Japanese version of the 
Scriptures. The Gospel according to St. Mark is in the hands of 
the printer at Shanghai, China, Dr. Hepburn superintending the 
work of printing, and the revision of the Gospel of John had been 
completed and the manuscript was about to be transmitted to 
Shanghai, in February -last.
Rev. Henry Stout has taught the Government A c a d e m y  at 
Nagasaki during the year, and enjoyed m a n y  opportunities at his, 
residence to converse in regard to Christianity with a considerable 
number of intelligent inquirers.
Rev. C. H. H. W o l f  has taught a private school of about 20 
pupils at Yokohama, and been engaged in perfecting his acquaintance 
with the native tongue.
Miss Mary E. Kidder has taught a very interesting private1 
school of girls. She wrote on October 21, in 1871: •
u I began school again the second week of September. My boys 
I had told in the summer, that they must find some other teacher ' 
for the fall, that I was to teach only girls. They were at first 
greatly disappointed, but have all found teachers and are doing 
well. The girls whom I had taught with the boys eagerly came- 
back, and are showing excellent progress. I have now twelve 
girls. Seven of them are from fourteen to seventeen, and the 
remaining five are eight to ten, and very small. They seem about 
like the children in America at five or six. All these girls are 
bright and very quick. No one of them has been more than three 
mornings in learning her alphabets, large and small letters, and one 
learned the whole the first day.
“ I have taught them several hymns, and they sing ‘ Jesus Loves- 
Me,’ beautifully; also, ‘Saviour Like a Shepherd Lead Me,’
‘ Happy Land,’ and ‘ Little Drops of Water.’ The very smallest, 
one, who is but a mite of a child, sings very sweetly, and with a- 
clear voice that can be heard distinctly above the others. It 
would do your 'heart good to hear their dear little voices so 
sweetly singing these precious hymns, and to feel that the day may 
be near when their hearts will respond.
“ It seems to me great things are in store for us concerning this 
people. One of my pupils is learning to recite Christ’s "Sermon 
on the Mount. She began it without my even asking her. I think 
at least two, perhaps three, of the other girls will join her in com­
mitting it to memory. We have read all the Gospels but Luke to­
gether, using Dr. Hepburn’s translation of them, which I have in 
written copies.” '
i After mentioning offers made to her by responsible persons to 
go to different localities and establish a girls’ school, Miss Kidder 
adds: _
“ If I remain here I must soon have a school-house. I ought to' 
have it now. I cannot teach to advantage where I am now, and it. 
does not seem just the thing for us to depend upon the ‘ Presby­
terian dispensary ’ for our school-room, though Dr. Hepburn is' 
entirely willing I should use it. Again, though I am quite sure, 
now, that my school here will steadily increase in numbers, yet it is
not as desirable a place for permanent influence as Yedo. That is 
the centre from which ideas radiate to all parts of Japan. The- 
foreign influence is not as great, and, consequently, not as bad as 
here, and it never will be. Dr. Brown and Dr. Hepburn both think 
I might take a house and live pleasantly and comfortably without 
any other foreigner with me. Then I would take from here the 
three older girls, w h o m  I have taught-all through the year, to live 
in the house with me. This would be pleasant for me, and good 
for them. M y  other pupils would come for their lessons, and go- 
home afterward, and m y  house be always opened to the Japanese.- 
The Japanese furnishing m e  a house, and paying a salary that will 
cover all m y  expenses— this is m y  plan, formed partly from what I 
have learned of the wishes of the Japanese and m y  ow n  desires.”
Since the above was written this school has increased to about- 
twenty scholars. It is desirable that an assistant be sent to Miss- 
Kidder, and that a building be obtained for the exclusive use of the 
school and its teachers. .
Rev. J. H. Ballagh has taught at Yoko h a m a  a private school of 
between 30 and 40 scholars. The school has always been opened, 
with prayer, and instruction has been regularly given in the Bible.
Besides this Mr. Ballagh has maintained a Japanese service on th& 
Sabbath, and a conference and prayer meeting during the week for 
the larger part of the year. These services have resulted in a. 
movement of a positively Christian character, culminating in the 
organization of the first Japanese Christian Church.
This important advance is thus described by Rev. Mr. Ballagh:
“ The interest first manifested itself on the Sabbath preceding 
Christmas, when w e  had very good attention to the subject of dis­
course. The next day one of the pupils came to m e  inquiring what 
he should do to obtain a new heart. About this time w e  started, 
the meetmgfor prayer, and, duringthe W e e k  of Prayer, while I was 
sick, they (the Japanese inquirers) carried on the meetings daily. 
A n d  n o w  at the beginning of their new year, of their o wn accord, 
they hold their week of prayer. During this week several ne w  
voices were heard taking part, some of them quite unexpecteu. 
The attendance increased to such numbers that They resolved to 
hold a second week of prayer, and n o w  w e  are in the third week. 
W e  meet at four o’clock, p .m ., and hardly get away before half-past
five or six o’clock. The reason of this is that they must have a 
chapter expounded, and then they offer a dozen or more prayers. 
W e  are reading consecutively in the 'Acts, and the descent of the 
Spirit is their chief request, and ,their prayers evince His gracious 
presence in an extraordinary manner. F e w  prayers have more 
earnestness, scope, and spiritualty than theirs.”
The above was written on February 27th. O n  the 25th day of 
March Mr. Ballagh again wrote—
The daily prayer-meeting continues well attended. The week- 
night prayer-meeting also, and the three services on Sabbath over­
flow. Persons of all ages and grades attend— occasionally a prince 
or high officer. The copverts are full of zeal, pray with great 
earnestness, and are beginning to take part in exposition of the 
Scriptures and in preaching. O n  the first Sabbath of this second 
month of the Japanese New-Mear the fifth of good government’) 
March 10th, it was m y  unspeakable pleasure to baptize nine of m y  
pupils, and to ordain, in conjunction with Dr. Brown, an elder over 
them— m y  present Japanese teacher and helper, formerly Mr. 
Thompson’s, by w h o m  he was baptized two or three years since. 
This man, who is an Apollos, ‘mighty in the Scriptures,’ was their 
choice, and they organized themselves into a Church of our Lord 
Jesus Christ at the same time he was set apart to be their spiritual 
ruler. Thus the Church of our Lord Jesus Christ is founded in 
Japan, and the Lord, I trust, will add daily to it of such as shall be 
saved.” •
This remarkable beginning in the fulfillment of our hopes will be 
hailed by the Church with unspeakable joy.
' Fro m  this interesting service Mr. Ballagh feels compelled to turn 
away to a considerable degree. The appropriation to the Mission, 
for the year, having been of necessity reduced, he has undertaken 
the charge of a free-school, originated and maintained by a Japan­
ese gentleman, so that by his earnings the full work of the Mission 
m a y  be continued, notwithstanding the reduction in- the remittances 
from us.
W e  learned through the letters of February that the Romanists 
deported from Urakami, near Nagaski, in December, 1871, had been 
restored to their homes, and that the edicts against the introduction 
and reception of Christianity had been removed from the official
'bulletins at Y e d o  and in other parts of the country. A n  important 
m e m o r a n d u m  from the Japanese Government to the representatives 
of the treaty powers has been made public during the year, in which 
the following paragraph appears:
“ Nothing is further from the intention of the Japanese Govern­
ment than to punish their people on account of a difference of reli­
gion, unless this is followed and accompanied by a mutinous and 
rebellious disposition. The Government have never thought of taking 
notice of the private religious opinions of any of their subjects."
These facts and statements indicate that the time m a y  be at 
hand when the revealed truths, which are the mainspring of all true 
progress, and through which alone the souls of m e n  can be saved, 
m a y  be publicly and freely proclaimed among the millions of 
Japan.
5. I N D I A N  A G E N C I E S .
A t  the beginning of the year the Board had under its care in 
Arizona Territory, the Gila River Reservation Agency, including 
about 4,000 Pima and Maricopa Indians, and the Colorado River 
Reservation Agency, occupied by about 800 Mohaves. Mr. 
J. H. Stout had begp appointed as the agent of the former, and J. 
S. Tonner, M.D., of the latter. These gentlemen have dischar­
ged the difficulty duties of their positions to the.- satisfaction of 
the Government and the Board. The wife of Mr. Stout was com­
missioned as a teacher, to be supported from our treasury. With 
Mr. Cook, the teacher appointed by the Government and paidcby it, 
she has taught a school of Pimas and Maricopas, the average 
attendance on which has been 50 children. About one half of the 
scholars are girls.
W h e n  the Apaches had been located upon the C a m p  Grant, 
C a m p  Apache, and C a m p  Verde Reservations, also in Arizona, this 
Board was requested to undertake the supervision of these three 
agencies. After due consideration the request was acceded to, and 
J. Williams, M.D., nominated to the C a m p  Verde Reservation, and 
Mr. Edward C. Jacobs to that at C a m p  Grant. The C a m p  Apache 
Agency remains unfilled.
All of the gentlemen appointed as agents have lived, in past 
years, on the border, have had some experience of life among the
Indians, and have led a consistent Christian life in the midst of the 
temptations peculiar to our sparsely settled territories. A s  the way 
is prepared, physicians, school-teachers, farmers, and mechanics, 
who will receive their salaries from the Government, will be nomi­
nated by the Board. >
A s  there are about 3,000 Apaches on the Reservations allotted to 
them, there are in all about 8,000 Indians committed to our care. 
Non e  of them had ever received any instruction in Christian truth 
until taught by the persons sent out by us during the past year. A. 
very interesting field is here opened before the Reformed churches, 
under favorable auspices, and where, with the divine blessing, m a n y  
precious souls m a y  be led to the Saviour and prepared for lives of 
usefulness.
lit C O N C L U S I O N .  •
It is plain that a work worthy of the -most vigorous and liberal 
efforts claims our attention. W e  have not been able to keep pace 
with its advance. The blessing granted in answer to our prayers 
has exceeded the provision w e  have been able to make to improve 
the opportunities it has afforded. The importance of training tho 
converts to support their own churches and schools has been con­
stantly kept in view, and they have been and are taught to contri­
bute to the maintainance of their Christian institutions; yet, not­
withstanding this, w e  are compelled to turn away from inviting and 
promising fields. .
W e  rejoice in the results, already attained. W h e r e  but a few 
years ago w e  were most thankful to receive the two or three who 
were the first to confess their faith in our Lord and Redeemer, we 
have n o w  churches of over 100 members each, which support them­
selves and aid us in evangelizing their heathen neighbors. N o w  
w e  are thankful for native pastors, who were led to Christ by our 
missionaries, and have been trained in our schools. N o w  w e  rejoice 
in day-schools, conducted by the young m e n  and w o m e n  w e  have 
educated, and attended by hundreds of scholars. This blessed work 
will go on, becoming more efficient iu all its departments, extending 
its influence, and increasing our gratitude and joy.
The term of office of the following members of the Board will ex­
pire when their places are filled by this General Synod:
Rev. W .  R. Duryea,
“ W .  H. Steele, D.D.,
“ A. R. Thompson, D.D., 
“ J. McC. Holmes, D.D.,
Adopted M a y  8th, 1872.
Rev. W. V. V. Mahon, D.D., 
“ Sanford Cobb, Esqr.
“ A. H. Hazen “ 
u A. V. W .  V a n  Vechten.
J. M  FERRIS,
Corresponding Secretary,
|§p”  The following gifts, intended to apply upon the year, were 
received after the books had been closed : '
Sabbath School, Nyack, N. Y., - • $100 00
do. Acquacknonk, N. J., - 200 00
CJETV JOIiA-lL S T J M  IVX^VIrfY.
CHINA. INDIA. JAPAN. TOTAL.
Stations.................... i 8 3 12
11 38 49
Missionaries................. 4 7 5 16
Assistant Missionaries......... 3 9 6 18
Native Missionaries . ......... 3 3 6
Catechists or Preachers........ 11 26 1 38
Assistant Catechists......... 4 4





Academies, Scholars in......... 98 98
Day Schools................. ' 7 37 3 47
Day Schools, Scholars in........ 119 550 60 729
Medical Students......  ..... 5 5
Theological Students........... 7 7
Churches.................... 7 17 1 25
Communicants........ ...... 495 712 11 1,220
Added on Confession in 187 ..... 69 60 9 138
Number in Congregations....... 2,000 2,274 60 4,334
Dispensaries, with beds....... 1 l 2
Patients treated in 1871........ 5,000 7,670 12,670
Benevolent Contributions of
Native Churches............ $964 88 $650 $1,639 88'
0
F O R E I G N  M I S S I O N S .
T H E  G I R L S ’ S C H O O L S  A T  V E L L O R E ,  I N D I A .
. The following report, from Miss Martha J. Mandeville and Miss 
. Josephine Chapin, was received after the body of the Annual R e ­
port had been printed, and is, therefore inserted'here:
“ A t  the close of this, our second year on mission ground, w e  feel 
led upon to give a short account of what the Lord has permitted 
t0 d° lhe sPecial W0|-k committed to our charge. The past 
year opened with most discouraging prospects, and w e  were greatly 
disheartened at the difficulties that beset us on every hand The 
homes of the high caste people were closed to us, and yet no way 
had been devised to gain access to them. Schools for little girls 
had been suggested, and this, indeed, was the only means thatseemed 
all to afford any hope of success; but as these must necessarily 
be exclusively caste, they could not be established, under the pres-
e" ‘f  °f the Mlssi0I>. without special action. This course was 
not decided upon at the annual meeting; but subsequently, in an- 
sw<jr to a special request, an almost unanimous consent was given 
Ihe w a y  being open w e  established a small school in the native 
pa, t of the town. A t  first w e  were able to gather only six or eight 
pupils; but daily this number increased, and at the end ofthe first 
month, nearly fifty were in attendance. After a few months w e  had 
outgrown our school-room, and it was with much difficulty that a 
argei and more convenient one was obtained. Meanwhile frequent 
requests for a school were made by the inhabitants of another part 
of the town. Ibis was most readily granted, and a flourishing 
school is n o w  in progress in that neighborhood. The number of 
pupils in attendance in both schools during the year was one hun- 
od and thirty— eighty in the first school, and fifty in the second—  
and the average attendance in both, eighty. This m a y  seem small; 
when it is remembered that each of them opened with a very lim­
ited number, it ,s easily accounted for. Sickness in the neighbor­
hood of the schools has also had an influence in bringing about this 
result. In June cholera was quite prevalent in the town, and a 
number ot deaths occurring a few doors from the large school, caused 
the attendance to diminish considerably for a time.
“ The progress of .the children is something remarkable. Little 
girls who were only able to read in words of three letters at the 
time the school opened, passed in February a most searching exami­
nation m  reading, writing, spelling, and the four fundamental rules
of arithmetic, writing sentences from dictation out of the reading- 
book— which is equal to the third book in English— and giving syn­
onyms for the most difficult words. .
“ In February we presented a number of the girls for examina­
tion under the 1 Payment for Results ’ system for a government 
grant; eighteen passed the first standard, and four the second, for 
which we received Rupees 110 8 0. This system allows a cer­
tain amount on every pupil that passes a certain grade— the amount 
increasing as the grade advances. If the school had been estab­
lished a year we would have received also a per centage on the 
average attendance. These examinations prove to he a great in­
centive to teachers, and are therefore beneficial in two respects.
“ As  m a n y  of the pupils are from families in good circumstances, 
it was thought best that a small pecuniary value should he attached 
to the benefit received. This is very little indeed, and can scarcely 
he estimated as an item in comparison with the expense of the 
school. The children of poorer parents are allowed to attend free. 
The number of girls paying fees does cot much exceed one-half the 
number in attendance. The expenses of the two schools up to Jan­
uary 1st, were Rupees 333 4 0.
“Within the last few months the Scriptures have been intro­
duced. The native people are very timid and suspicious of every­
thing that touches upon religion, and it was feared that the intro­
duction of such teaching would diminish the attendance; but this re­
sult has not yet appeared. It was for this reason that it was omit­
ted at first.
“ The parents— mothers as well as fathers— have been frequent 
visitors at the schools, and manifest great interest in the progress 
their daughters are making. The sewing class is the great attraction 
of the school. It is the ambition of each little one to merit promo­
tion into this class. W  e have been unable to secure an assistant 
in this branch, and it has been a great tax on our time. Since the 
introduction of the Bible it has seemed more than ever necessary 
that a competent and efficient person should he secured for this de­
partment. We know that the Mission are not now in a position to 
increase their expenses, hut may there not he some kind friend who 
would feel it a pleasure to contribute monthly a small sum for the 
support of such a teacher ? 1
“We can not allow anything to interfere with the religious instruc-
' F O R E I G N  M I S S I O N S .v
t;ion of the school. It is our earnest desire that these children m ay 
become thoroughly grounded in the truths of Christianity, and that 
they m a y  be enabled to carry its blessed influences into their 
homes. The Hindu w o m a n  is as much a power in her ow n  house­
hold as man y  of her American sisters are in theirs. She is still in 
the dark, and her influence is felt on the side of darkness; but we  
hope that time is not far distant when, with her increased knowl­
edge and advantages for obtaining knowledge, she m a y  be convinced 
of the errors and absurdities of her own creed, and the truths and 
beauties of Christianity.”
THE NUMBER OF SCHOLARS TAUGHT.
A s  will be found in the General Summary, the day schools and 
academies have 827 pupils, to this number add the average attend­
ance upon the Girls' Schools at Vellore, given above, and the sum 
is 907. Besides our brethren in Japan are teaching in the College 
and Government schools, which are not sustained or controlled by 
this Board, nearly 800 lads and young men. If this number be 
added to the last total, the whole number taught by our missionaries 
is 1,707. '
It" should also be mentioned that while w e  have only seven young 
m e n  who'are thelogical students, strictly speaking, all of the native 
helpers are regularly instructed and examined in theology, both 
didactic and pastoral, and in sermonizing. .

TABULAR VIEW OF RECEIPTS
TROM
Cftnrcfwss, a b k t f t  J & t o f e  a n d  f u d i t i d u u ^ .
CLASSES ANT) C H U R C H E a F R O MCHURCHES.
F R O M
S. SCHOOLS.
F R O M
INDIVIDUALS TOTAL.
Classis of Albany
First Albany........... $1,190 81 $1,300 $2 490 81
Second Albany.......... 314 13 314 13
Fourth Albany.......... IB 16
Second Berne........... 3 3
First Bethlehem......... 25 50 25 50
Second Bethlehem........ 67 50 67 50
Coeymans.............. 10 27 T O  27
Jerusalem.......... . 7 65 6 20 13 85
Knox................. 7 53 7 53
i\' ew Baltimore......... ; 9« 08 101 05 55 252 13
New Salem ............ U  17 2 16 3 66 19 99
Onisquethaw........... 2 85 2 85
Westerlo.............. 15 15
Classis of Bergen .
New Durham.......... 189 62 8 26. • 28 70 226 58
German Hoboken....... 18 96 18 96
First Hackensack........ 310 40 H50
Second Hackensack....... 20 66 20 66
English Neighborhood.... 30 30
Palisades.............. 30 75 5 15 35 90
Third Jersey City........ 88 82 88 82
Schraalenburg.......... 28 60 98 50
Closter... 7........... 18 95 18 95
South Classis of Bergen.
Bergen................ 457 19 73 25 5 535 44
Layfayette............. 390 50 60 50 57 50 508 50
Second Hudson City.... .. 12 18 12 18
First Van Verst......... 170 64 84 47 955 11
First Jersey City..... .. 634 22 634 22
Bergen Point.. ........ 130 100 230
Bayonne............... 11 78 11 78























































































F R O M  



















































Greenport . ............ 25
Germantown........... 74 58
Upper Bed Hook........ 23 31
Second Claverack........ 109 02
Livingston ............ 11
Classis of Illinois.
First Pella............ 50 60

























































F R O M
S. SCHOOLS






























































CLASSES AND CHURCHES F R O MCHURCHES
North Classis of Long Island
CONTINUED.
30 20




East New York......... 51 21 
250 19
2 30 9 4
78 62
On the Heights ........
Twelfth Street, Brooklyn--
m  99 
22*46 
50 91
4 1  42
Classis of Michigan-




















Fort Plain.............. 37 78







425 1,510 41 





159 29 4 09 48



















25 ' ^ 4 0

























;Six Mile Run...... .....
Griggstown...........







East N o wark..........
Belleville..... ........
Franklin...............

































200 5 20 56
32 100 232
1 26
32 15 65 78
381 85
360 23
129 69 618 70 2,055 38
66 40
4 4  37

















............ • ......... 10
31 50
K, 41 40




































4 1  40
20 10
CLASSES AND CHURCHES FROMCHURCHES
S. Classis of New York.
CONTINUED. \
North Brooklyn......... 15 89
Washington Square....... 310 17
Norfolk Street.......... 10
Classis of Orange. ■j
Newburgh............. 318 21
Cuddebackville.......... 5











West New Hempstead... 44 19
Acquacknonk........... 302 00
Paseack............... 10 55
Second Paterson......... 157 80
Clarkstown............. 70 03
Tappan ......... ...... 43 03
Spring Valley.......... 21 75
North Passaic......... 59 51
First Holland. Paterson... 5




Saddle River. .......... 38 25
59
Classis of Fassaic.
First Paterson.......... i 130 45
Wyckoff............... 34 •
Stone House Plains...... 31 44
Pompton Plains....... . . 60 75
Fairfield ... . .......... 50
Montville.............. 65 53
Pompton ............. 116
Ponds . .............. 6
F R O M
S. SCHOOLS
F R O M





25 25 O O
185 50 10 513 71 
5
153 89 3» 51 0  18 
21
800 82 4
7  58 2 4  8 8
10
110 77




4 4  19'
302 60'
10 55
42 225 4 2 4  80­
70 03
3 82 47 45
21 75
































































F R O M
H U R O H E S
F R O M
S SCHOOLS
F R O M
i n d i v e d u ’l s TOTAL.
4 5  63 89 12 1 34 75
10 17 87 3 72 31 69
15 15
281 66 30 3 11 66
77 38 21 30 1 50 100 18
4 8 48
81 81
148 50 11 62 157 42
37 10 37 10
1 16 64 115 52 232 16
4 6  47 /4t> 47
70 70
59 82 59 82
50 50,
100 100
146 15 30 176 15
4 3  84 43 8 4
120 25 78 25 5 203 50
4 6  93 60 106 93
96 50 1 0  92 107 42
199 75 24 50 2 2 4  25
100 InO
125 125
2 4 4  73 2 44 73
201 59 201 59
175 75 250
90 90
78 83 75 153 83
28 81 28 81
215 33 215 33
20 9 29 5 34 29
55 05 8 72 63 67
132 59 4 6  53 179 12
8 8
2i'9 17 85 12 25 239 10
15 17 * 6 37
8 8
61 54 3 64 35 100 18
174 100 274
26 71 26 71






Classis of Rensselaer. ,
Chatham Village........ 4 0  32
New Concord... ........ 77 66
First Ghent ........... 65 25
Stuyvesant Falls........ 10
Schodack Landing........ 26 22 6 lo ......... N
Schodack .............. 20
Kinderhook..... ...... 620 72 135 60 101 50
East Greenbush......... 3 4  25






South "West Troy.... . 141 56
West Troy............. 193 74 75 83
Buskirk’s Bridge.. ’...... 50
Wynant’s Kill........... 22
Fort Miller............. 12 14
35
Schaghticoke ..:........ 56 43
5
Cohoes ............... 53 50
Classis of Schenectady.
Glenville.............. 100 85
Third Schenectady....... 24 50 25
Niskayuna............. 43 67 11 50 5
lisha’s Kill........... . * 41 95
First Rotterdam.... ..... 21




Schoharie............. 15 17 5
























4 9  50 
60 17 











4  30 
7 60
CLASBTS a n d  c h u r c h e s
F R O M
C H U R C H E S
F R O M
S. SC H O O L S




8 40 86 60 10 9 10 86
5 4 1 1 " 5 0 4 1 6  50
51 5 0 51 50
30 75 30 75
54 35 24 78 35
19 52 19 52
12 50 12 50
5 20 5 20
65 65
38 75 38 76
Classis of ■Westchester.
50 50





254 100 3 54
.22 22




62 18 62 18
91 91
' 61 0 4 61 0 4
26 03 30 56 63
Classis of Wisconsin.
17 39 3 71 21 10
2 50 2 50
86 86
Franklin............... 50 50
INDIVIDUALS NOTi THROUGH CHURCHES.
A  Deceas’d Daughter’s Savings $10
A  Friend................  10
Master G. L. Ford, N, Y. City.. 7
Catharine Van Santwood, Ken­
dall, N. Y ............... 20
Sophia MacCready.......... 5
Friends, Montague, Mich....  5
A. H. S.................  10
Miss F. G. W. Goshen, N. Y __  5
Anonymous, Brooklyn. L. I.... 100 
P. J. Q., New Brunswick, N. J.. 25 
Catharine Rosa, Hurley, N. Y.. 10
A  Friend, Japan...........471
Savings of Little Charlie....  3
Family Offering, Peekskill, N. Y.. 15
Rev. E. R. Atwater........   25
Rev. F. M. Kip, D.D....... 10
Rev. Jas. R. Lente.........  10
A  Friend.... ............ 20
A. B. D.................. 20
Mrs. A. C. Kip............ 120
"W. W. Kip, Esq........... 120
"W. A. S. Holland, Mich.....  10
Rev. E. L. Hermance........ 100
Mrs. John W. Ward........ 20
P. I. Q., New Brunswick, N. J.. 25
Missionary Boxes, 653-4.....  10
Western Missionary........ 15
C.P.........   5
Domine’s Wife............   10
Missionary Box, 686........ 2
“ “ 630........ 13
A  Friend... .............  1
Childen’s Silver Dollar....... 1
Holland Society, Montague,Mich. 5
C. Pittsford, Mich.. ....     5
Lambda................. 200
Addie’s Bank.............  1
Centennial Offering, from Two 
Sisters................  15
Missionary Box, G. L. Ford___ 3
S......................   5
K ......................  37
Rev. H. Schnellendreussler__  5
M. S. W., Waukegan, Mich.... 1
A  Lady, Albany, New York__ 50
A  Friend ............ 17
Rev. G. J. Van Neste (Cen.)__ 25
H, H. Walker, N. Y ...... 100
Rev, T. R. Beck............
Alissionary Boxes, 653-4.....
Missionary Box, 686 ....  ...
A Alinister’s Widow, Classis of
Ulster.................  io
Edmund Penfold, N. Y ...... 40
Josephine Penfold, N. Y ....  40
Rev. J S. Lott (Cen.)......  50
Rev. E. Nevius ........... 30
Daniel Mapes, W. Farms, N. Y. 1.000 
Theodore and Johnnie’s Mission­
ary Box ...    7 I
A  Friend, Somerville, N. J....150
Rev. E. T. Corwin, (Cen.).....100
Rev. T. L. Shafer........... 11
Rev. C. E. Hart, (Cen )...... 75
Alissionary Box, by Mrs. A. R., 
Onderdonk, Manhasset, L. I.. 12 
Airs. G. W. Ford, N. Y. City... 5
S.L.AI..................  5
Rev. A. Al. Arcularius......  20
B. B....................  5
A  Friend................. 20
J L. M .................. 10
A. Helper................. 10
A  Family up the River...... 254 2
One who loves the Missions.... 15 
H. A. B., Philadelphia.......  2




M I S C E L L A N E O U S .
Sabbath School, Christ’s Church, (Episcopal), Bay Bidge, L. I....
Interest on Security Funds..............................
Premiums on Specie from sundry collections............... . • •
Pine Grove Sabbath School, Rexford Flats, Saratoga County, N. Y..
American Bible Society.................................
Refunded for Stores sent Rev. 1. W. Kip....................
Home Sabbath School, Holland, Michigan...................
American Tract Society................................
Board of Publication, for Heidelburg Catechism in Tamil.......
Unknown.......................................... .
Total '











L E G A C I E S .
Ida Stryker......................
James "Fan Antwerp..............
Eliza R. Arro vsmith...............
Maria Lane.. ....................
Master George Wiseline, Wiltwyck N. Y.
JacobaKnaap Van den Bergh........










C l a s s e s  o p  S y n o d  
o pN e w  York.
C H U R C H
C O N ­
TRIBUTIONS
P R O M
SABISATH
s c i i o o lI?.




H u d s o n .... . . . . . . . . . $1,592 64 
817 8S







4 56 22 
2,785 92
Kingston.......... 2
North Lontr Island... . 815 85 135 li 
3 29 8 r 
280 
27 It
J 3 3 4  5(South Lonef Island ... 3,149 10 
8,658 37 
4 2 9  06
N e w  Y o r k ! . . . . . . 4,33QSouth N e w  Y o r k ....
Oranere . . . . . .. 1,587 36 
1,324 74 






> 813Poughkeepsie. . . . . . . . . . .
R a r i t a n ......... 1 , 411,708 14 
1,590 4 4Westchester. . . . . . . .
Albany. $20,982 62 $2,545 73 $8,489 75 $32,018 10
A l b a n y  ...:. $1,744 99 
990 15
$1,358 60 $3,238 56 
1,136 97 
688 07 
3 60 45 
4 92 05 
1,564 94 
720 98 
37 9  63 
106 42 
• 1,628 93
C a y u g a  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 46 82G e n e v a  . . . . . . . . . . . 477 48 
301Greene .........Montsromerv .. 451 05 41Rensselar.......  ... 1,292 14 
628 01Saratoga. 99 97Schenectady........ 814. 18
Schoharie....... 81 .87
Ulster ........ 1,100 73 20 05 4 21 50
Chicago. $7,381 05 $ 9 7 9  24 $1,956 71 $10,317










M ic hi ga n........... 2
Wisconsin ........ 3 71
N e w  Brunswick. $ 7 4 2  51 $ 1 5 8  81 $37 $ 9 3 8  32
B e n r e n ............ $ 7 3 6  26 
1,806 51 
545 96
$28 70 $818 37 
2,187 23South Bergen. . . . . . . 318 22M o n m o u t h .............




3,130 0 4  
1 521 95 
789 20 
1,293 81
N e w a r k . . . . . . . . . . . 618 70P a r a m u s ........... 1,046 13' 
5 70 77] 
1,113 87
Passaic............. 142 84Philadelphia. . . . . . . . . . 178 4 4
< «510,400 39
1
$1,018 49 $1,655 24 $13,134 12
Total ............. ........... | $39,5 66 57 $4,702 27 $12,138 70 $56,407 5 4
<7
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To cash drafts, &c„ paid,...................  $15,067 25
“ paid on account of the Mission ......... 1,213 83
• — —̂  -----  16,281 08
ARGOT MISSION.
To cash drafts, &c.,paid....................... $37,624 12
“ paid on account of the Mission.......... 3,716 60
, ---- - ----  41,340 72
JAPAN MISSION.
To cash drafts, Ac., paid....................  $5,237 69
paid on account of the Mission......... 287 67
------------- 5,525 36
PIMA AND MARICOPA INDIAN MISSION.
To cash paid for missionary work among those Indians........  400
“ Cor. Secretary’s salary...............  $3,000
“ Rev. Joseph Scudder’s salary............  1,396 62
“ Bookkeeper’s “..............  500
“ Incidental expenses, printing, &c.,........  1,277 62
“ Traveling expenses................... 363 ge
“ Interest on loans..................... 2,347 17
“ Rent, including a portion due in 1871...... 1,170 92
“ P*tage.......................   183 13 .
“ Gospel Field........................  68
. • ---------- 11,606
“ Rotes during the year.................  s 10 goo
Balance in the Treasury, including several amounts
payable in six months..................  3 gng iq
$89,849 26
April 30, 1871. Or.
By balance in Treasury.................................
April 3n, 1872. .
By cash received from Churches .......... $39,566 57
“ “ Sabbath Schools............  4,702 27
ii ‘i Individuals through Churches... 12,138 70
a » ‘1 not through Churches. 3,592 37
“ “ Miscellaneous sources........  3,383 42
u “ Legacies.............  ...  1,789 93
$2,376
65,173 26
Borrowed from bank and individuals........ 22,300
$89,849 26
Invested in TJ. S. Bonds, as Security Fund ................. $33,500
Loss by Exchange, 1871-72.................... $ 6.05'? 96
Present debt of the Board....................  33,500
G A M A L I E L  G. S M I T H ,  Treasurer.
H e w Y ork, April 30th, 1872.
■We hereby certify that we have examined the accounts of the Treasurer of 
the Board of Foreign Missions, and, having compared them with the vouchers, 
And the same correct, showing a balance in the hands of the Treasurer, Thirty- 
eight hundred and ninety-six dollars and ten cents ($3,896 10) in Cash, Notes, 
and Due bills.
N e w  Y o r k , May 14th, 1872. »
IA y EW A Y A ^ Y E C H T E N ,  | Auditing Committee.

